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The photon spectrum in B → Xsγ decay, where Xs is any strange hadronic state, is studied using
a data sample of (382.8±4.2)×106 e+e− → Υ (4S) → BB events collected by the BABAR experiment
at the PEP-II collider. The spectrum is used to measure the branching fraction B(B → Xsγ) =
(3.21± 0.15± 0.29± 0.08)× 10−4 and the �rst, second, and third moments hEi = 2.267± 0.019±
0.032± 0.003GeV, h(E −hEi)

2i = 0.0484± 0.0053± 0.0077± 0.0005GeV2, and h(E −hEi)
3i =

−0.0048 ± 0.0011 ± 0.0011 ± 0.0004GeV3, for the range E > 1.8GeV, where E is the photon
energy in the B-meson rest frame. Results are also presented for narrower E ranges. In addition,
the direct CP asymmetry ACP (B → Xs+dγ) is measured to be 0.057 ± 0.063. The spectrum itself
is also unfolded to the B-meson rest frame; that is the frame in which theoretical predictions for its
shape are made.

PACS numbers: 13.25.Hw, 13.20.He, 12.15.Hh, 11.30.Er

I. INTRODUCTION

In the standard model (SM) the electromagnetic ra-
diative decay of the b quark, b → sγ or b → dγ, proceeds
at leading order via the loop diagram shown in Fig. 1
resulting in a photon and a strange or down quark. The
rate for b → dγ relative to b → sγ is suppressed by
a factor |Vtd/Vts|2 where Vtd and Vts are the Cabibbo-
Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix elements. Interest

∗Now at the University of Tabuk, Tabuk 71491, Saudi Arabia
†Also with Università di Perugia, Dipartimento di Fisica, Perugia,
Italy
‡Now at the University of Huddersfield, Huddersfield HD1 3DH,
UK
§Deceased
¶Now at University of South Alabama, Mobile, Alabama 36688,
USA
∗∗Also with Università di Sassari, Sassari, Italy

in these decays is motivated by the possibility that new
heavy particles might enter into the loop at leading or-
der, causing signi�cant deviations from the predicted SM
decay rates. There is an extensive theoretical literature
evaluating the e�ects of new physics; some examples are
given in references [1{8]. New physics can also signi�-
cantly enhance the direct CP asymmetry for b → sγ and
b → dγ decay [9{13].

The hadronic processeses corresponding to the under-
lying b → sγ and b → dγ decays are B → Xsγ and
B → Xdγ. Here Xs and Xd are any �nal state resulting

from the hadronization of the sq or dq quark-level state,
respectively, where q is the spectator from the B meson.
These are predominantly resonances, including K∗(892),
K1(1270) (Xs) or ρ, ω (Xd) and higher-mass states, but

also nonresonant multihadron �nal states. Theoretical
predictions for the rates of such exclusive decays su�er
from large uncertainties associated with the form fac-
tors of the mesons. In contrast, the inclusive hadronic
rates �(B → Xsγ) and �(B → Xdγ) can be equated
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FIG.1:TheleadingorderFeynmandiagramfortheelectro-
magneticradiativedecayoftheb-quarkintheSM.

withtheprecisely-calculablepartonicratesΓ(b→ sγ)
andΓ(b→dγ)atthelevelofafewpercent[14](quark-
hadronduality),leadingtosignificantlymoreaccurate
predictions.Atnext-to-next-to-leadingorder(uptofour
loops)theSMpredictionforthebranchingfractionis
B(B→Xsγ)=(3.15±0.23)×10

−4(Eγ>1.6GeV)[15].
Measurementsoftheinclusiveratesandasymmetriesare
thereforepowerfulprobesofphysicsbeyondthestandard
model.

Theshapeofthephotonenergyspectrumisdeter-
minedbythestronginteractionofthebquarkwithinthe
Bmesonandbythehadronizationprocess. TheFermi
motionofthequarkwithintheBmesonandgluonra-
diationleadtoanEγdistribution,intheB-mesonrest
frame,thatispeakedintherange2.2to2.5GeV,with
akinematiclimitatmB/2≈2.64GeVandarapidly-
fallinglow-energytail. Theshapeisinsensitivetonon-
SMphysics[16,17],andcanthereforeprovideinfor-
mationaboutthestrong-interactiondynamicsoftheb
quark.HeavyQuarkEffectiveTheory(HQET)[14,18–
22]hasbeenusedmostextensivelytodescribethesedy-
namics.Theshapeofthephotonspectrumprovidesin-
formationonparametersofthistheoryrelatedtothe
massandmomentumofthebquarkwithintheBmeson;
thedefinitionsandhencethevaluesoftheseparameters
differslightlybetweenthe“kineticscheme”[23]andthe
“shapefunctionscheme”[24]. TheHeavyFlavorAver-
agingGroup(HFAG)[25]hascomputedworld-average
valuesoftheparametersinthekineticschemebasedon
previousmeasurementsoftheinclusivesemileptonicB-
mesondecayB→ Xcℓν(ℓ=eorµ)andofB→ Xsγ.
HFAGhasalsotranslatedthosevaluestotheshapefunc-
tionscheme. Theseparameterscanbeusedtoreduce
theerrorintheextractionoftheCKMmatrixelements
|Vcb|and|Vub|fromtheinclusivesemileptonicdecays,
B→XcℓνandB→Xuℓν[26–29].TheB→Xsγspec-
tralshapemayalsobecomparedtopredictionsinthe
frameworkofDressedGluonExponentiation[30].

TheinclusivedecayB→ Xsγwasfirstmeasuredby
theCLEOcollaboration[31–33]andhasbeensubse-
quentlystudiedbytheALEPH[34],Belle[35–40]and
BABAR [41–43]collaborations. All measurementshave
beenmadewithBmesonsproducedine+e− collisions.
Thetheoreticalpredictions,whichassumethatthemea-

surementisinclusivesothatquark-hadrondualityholds,
aremadeintheB-mesonrestframeforphotonswith
Eγ >1.6GeV. This meansthatideallythe measure-
mentismadeforallXsfinalstatesandforallphotons
Eγ>1.6GeV. Theexperimentalchallengeistomake
themeasurementasinclusiveaspossiblewhilesuppress-
ingbackgroundsfromotherprocessesproducingphotons
orfakephotons.Thebackgroundsarisefromcontinuum
events(e+e− toqqorτ+τ− pairs,whereq=u,d,s
orc),withthephotoncomingfromeitheraπ0orηde-
cayorfrominitialstateradiation,andfromotherBB
processes. TheBB backgroundarisespredominantly
fromπ0orηdecaybutalsofromdecaysofotherlight
mesons, misreconstructedelectronsandhadrons.Itis
stronglydependentonphotonenergyandrisessteeply
atlowerEγ. ThisplacesapracticallowerlimitforEγ
ontheexperimentalmeasurements;measurementshave
beenmadetodatewithEγ>1.7,1.8,and1.9GeV.

Threeexperimentaltechniqueshavebeenpursued.
Theydifferintheextenttowhichthefinalstateisre-
constructed.Thefirstisthefullyinclusivetechniquein
whichneithertheXsfromthesignalBnortherecoil-

ingB mesonisreconstructed.(Chargeconjugatesare
impliedthroughoutthispaper.)Thesecondisthesemi-
inclusivetechnique,inwhichasmanyexclusiveXsfinal
statesaspossiblearereconstructedandcombined.The
recoilingBmesonisnotreconstructed.Thethirdisthe
reconstructedrecoil-B technique,inwhichinclusiveB
eventsaretaggedbyfullyreconstructingtherecoiling
Bmesonsinasmanyfinalstatesaspossible,butXsis
notreconstructed.Eachofthetechniqueshasdifferent
strengthsandweaknesses.

IftheXsisnotreconstructed,thesampleincludesall
Xsfinalstates,buttherearesignificantbackgroundsfrom

otherBBdecaysthatmustbeestimated.Italsoincludes
XdstatesfromtheCabbibo-suppressedb→ dγprocess.

Thesecanbesubtractedbyassumingtheb→ dγpho-
tonspectrumtohaveasimilarshapetotheb→ sγ
photonspectrum,butscaledbytheratiooftheCKM
elements(|Vtd|/|Vts|)

2=0.044±0.003.Thisisbelieved
tobeavalidassumption. Also,iftheXsisnotrecon-
structedthenthesignalBcannotbereconstructed.The
B mesonshaveasmall momentuminthe Υ(4S)rest
frame.AstheBmesonisnotreconstructed,thedirection
ofthemomentumisnotknown.ThisleadstoaDoppler
smearingofthephotonenergy. Thiseffect,alongwith
thedetectorresolution,mustbecorrectedfororunfolded
inordertocomparetopredictionsmadeintheB-meson
restframe.QuantitiesmeasuredintheΥ(4S)restframe,
i.e.,thecenter-of-mass(CM)frame,suchasthephoton
energyE∗γ,aredenotedwithanasterisk.

Nosemi-inclusive measurementtodatehasrecon-
structedmorethanabout60%ofXsdecays,duetothe
highcombinatoricbackgroundforhighermultiplicityde-
cays.UncertaintiesinmodelingthemixofXsfinalstates
resultinsignificantefficiencyuncertainties,aswellasa
largeuncertaintyincorrectingforthefinalstatesthatare
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not reconstructed. However, the reconstruction of the Xs

implies that the signal B can be fully reconstructed, pro-
viding kinematic constraints to strongly suppress back-
grounds, allowing the measurement to be made directly
in the B-meson rest frame.
In the reconstructed recoil-B technique, only about 1%

of B 's can be fully reconstructed, due to the presence of
neutrinos in semileptonic decays and combinatoric back-
grounds to higher multiplicity decays. This severely lim-
its the statistical precision, but does allow the measure-
ment to be made in the B-meson rest frame.
This paper reports a fully inclusive analysis that su-

persedes the previous BABAR fully-inclusive result [42],
which is based on a smaller data sample. The E∗

γ pho-
ton spectrum is measured in B → Xs+dγ decays. It is
used to measure the branching fraction B(B → Xsγ)
for Eγ > 1.8GeV and for narrower energy ranges. The
e�ects of detector resolution and Doppler smearing are
unfolded to provide an Eγ photon spectrum in the B-
meson rest frame that can be used to �t to theoretical
predictions for the spectral shape. The unfolded spec-
trum is also used to measure the �rst, second and third
moments, given respectively by

E1 = hEγi
E2 = h(Eγ − hEγi)2i (1)

E3 = h(Eγ − hEγi)3i .

Although the SM predicts quite di�erent asymmetries
for B → Xsγ and B → Xdγ, the Xs and Xd �nal states

cannot be distinguished in the fully inclusive technique.
Hence the B → Xdγ contribution to the fully-inclusive
measurement cannot be corrected for, and only the com-
bination ACP (B → Xs+dγ) can be measured:

ACP =
�(b → sγ + b → dγ)− �(b → sγ + b → dγ)

�(b → sγ + b → dγ) + �(b → sγ + b → dγ)
.

This asymmetry is approximately 10−6 in the SM, with
nearly exact cancellation of opposite asymmetries for
b → sγ and b → dγ. ACP (B → Xs+dγ) is sensitive to dif-
ferent new physics scenarios than ACP (B → Xsγ) [11].
Thus measurements of this joint asymmetry complement
those of ACP in b → sγ [32, 36, 44, 45] to constrain new
physics models.

II. DATASETS, DETECTOR, SIMULATION
AND SIGNAL MODELS

The results presented are based on data samples of
e+e− → Υ (4S) → BB collisions collected with the
BABAR detector at the PEP-II asymmetric-energy e+e−

collider. The on-resonance integrated luminosity is
347.1 fb−1, corresponding to 382.8 million BB events.
The continuum background is estimated with an o�-
resonance data sample of 36.4 fb−1 collected 40MeV be-
low the Υ (4S) resonance energy.

The BABAR detector is described in detail in refer-
ence [46]. Charged-particle momenta are measured with
a 5-layer, double-sided silicon vertex tracker (SVT) and
a 40-layer drift chamber (DCH) inside a 1.5-T super-
conducting solenoidal magnet. A high resolution total-
absorption electromagnetic calorimeter (EMC), consist-
ing of 6580 CsI(Tl) crystals, is used to measure local-
ized electromagnetic energy deposits and hence to iden-
tify photons and electrons. The EMC energy resolution
for high-energy photons in the current measurement is
about 2.6%. A ring-imaging Cherenkov radiation detec-
tor (DIRC), aided by measurements of ionization energy
loss, dE/dx, in the SVT and DCH, is used for parti-
cle identi�cation (PID) of charged particles. Muons are
identi�ed in the instrumented ux return (IFR), which
consists of 18 layers of steel interleaved with single-gap
resistive-plate chambers. For the last 38% of the data col-
lected, 1/3 of these chambers in the central region of the
detector were replaced by 12 layers of limited-streamer
tubes, interspersed with 6 layers of brass (to increase ab-
sorption).
The BABAR Monte Carlo (MC) simulation, based on

GEANT4 [47], EVTGEN [48] and JETSET [49], is
used to generate samples of B+B− and B0B0, qq (where
q is a u, d, s or c quark), τ+τ−, and signal events (BB
events in which at least one B decays to Xsγ). To model
beam backgrounds, each simulated event is overlaid with
one of a set of of random background data events col-
lected using a periodic trigger.
The signal models used to determine selection e�cien-

cies are based on QCD calculations of references [23] (ki-
netic scheme) and [27] (shape function scheme) and on
an earlier calculation by Kagan and Neubert [9] (\KN").
Each model uses an ansatz for the shape that is con-
strained by calculations of the �rst and second moments
of the spectra. The models approximate the hadronic
mass (mXs

) spectrum, which contains a number of over-
lapping resonances, as a smooth distribution. This is rea-
sonable, except at the lowest masses, where the K∗(892)
dominates the spectrum. Hence the portion of the mXs

spectrum below 1.1GeV/c2 is replaced by a Breit-Wigner
K∗(892) distribution, normalized to yield the same frac-
tion of the integrated spectrum. A particular signal
model is de�ned as the theoretical spectrum for speci�c
HQET parameters, with this K∗(892) at low mXs

. The
photon energy in the B-meson rest frame is related to
mXs

via

m2
Xs

= m2
B − 2mB

Eγ

c2
. (2)

High-statistics MC signal samples for the non-K∗(892)
part of the spectrum are generated uniformly in Eγ{ sep-
arately for each of the two B-meson charge states { and
then weighted according to any particular model of in-
terest.
Monte Carlo samples of B+B− and B0B0 events are

needed for background evaluation. They are produced,
with nearly three times the e�ective luminosity of the
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data sample, and include all known B decays, except for
events in which either B decays via B → Xs+dγ. Monte
Carlo samples of continuum events (qq , separately for cc
and for the light quarks, and τ+τ−) are used to optimize
the event selection criteria, but are not otherwise relied
upon.

III. ANALYSIS OVERVIEW

The event selection is described in detail in Sec. IV.
The analysis begins by selecting hadronic events. A
high-energy photon, characteristic of B → Xsγ decays,
is then required, while photons from π0 and η decays
are vetoed, reducing both the continuum and BB back-
grounds. The background from continuum events is sig-
ni�cantly suppressed by charged lepton tagging (requir-
ing a high-momentum lepton, as would be expected from
the semileptonic decay of a B meson) and by exploit-
ing the more jet-like topology of the qq or τ+τ− events
compared to the isotropic BB decays.
The continuum MC simulation does not adequately

model the actual continuum background, primarily be-
cause it omits QED and two-photon processes. Hence the
continuum background is estimated with o�-resonance
data (Sec. V), which limits the statistical precision of the
signal-yield measurement. However, the continuum sim-
ulation is used to optimize some of the event-selection
criteria (which must be done without reference to ac-
tual data). After preliminary event selection, which re-
duces the unmodeled backgrounds, a simple scaling of the
continuum-MC predictions adequately models the event-
yield distributions relevant for optimization.
The lepton tagging and event topology criteria do not

substantially reduce the BB background relative to the
signal, as these processes have similar characteristics.
The remaining BB background is estimated using MC
simulation. There are several di�erent B-meson decays
that contribute. Section VI describes how each signi�-
cant component is compared to an independent data con-
trol sample and weighted to replicate those data. The un-
certainty in these weighting procedures is the dominant
source of systematic uncertainty.
After the event selection, the continuum and

reweighted BB backgrounds are subtracted from the
on-resonance data sample, resulting in the raw B →
Xs+dγ photon spectrum (Sec. VII). The analysis was
done \blind" in the range of reconstructed photon en-
ergy E∗

γ from 1.8 to 2.9GeV; that is, the data were not
looked at until all selection requirements were set and the
corrected backgrounds determined. The choice of signal
range is limited by high BB backgrounds at low E∗

γ . The
regions 1.53 < E∗

γ < 1.8GeV and 2.9 < E∗
γ < 3.5GeV

are dominated by BB and continuum backgrounds re-
spectively. They provide control regions to validate the
background estimation for the signal region.
The raw spectrum is used to extract the direct CP

asymmetry (Sec. IX) and the partial branching fraction

for 1.8 < Eγ < 2.8GeV (Sec. X). Finally, in Sec. XI the
e�ects of detector resolution and Doppler smearing are
unfolded in order to measure the shape of the photon
energy spectrum in the B-meson rest frame.

IV. EVENT SELECTION

The event selection was developed using MC samples
of signal and background events. The model used for
signal simulation, as de�ned in Sec. II, is based on a KN
spectrum with mb = 4.65GeV/c2.

A. Selection of Hadronic Events

For each event, the analysis considers good-quality re-
constructed tracks, which have momenta transverse to
the beam direction of at least 0.1GeV/c and originate
from the vicinity of the interaction point (point of closest
approach within 10 cm along the beam axis and 1.5 cm
in the transverse plane), and EMC clusters of at least
30MeV in the laboratory frame. Hadronic events are se-
lected by requiring at least three reconstructed charged
particles and the normalized second Fox-Wolfram mo-
ment [50] R∗

2 to be less than 0.90. To reduce radia-
tive Bhabha and two-photon backgrounds, the number
of charged particles plus half the number of photons with
laboratory-frame energy above 0.08GeV is required to be
greater than 4.5.

B. Requirements on the High-Energy Photon

The photon selection requires at least one photon can-
didate with 1.53 < E∗

γ < 3.5GeV in the event. A photon
candidate is a neutral EMC energy cluster with a lateral
moment consistent with that of a single photon [51]. The
latter requirement rejects most background from neutral
hadrons, which at these energies is dominated by antineu-
trons that annihilate in the EMC. The photon location
is assigned at a depth of 12.5 cm in the EMC, where it
is required to be isolated by 25 cm from any other en-
ergy deposit (the lateral dimensions of the crystals are
approximately 5 cm by 5 cm). The cluster must also be
well-contained in the calorimeter (−0.74 < cos θγ < 0.94,
where θγ is the laboratory-frame polar angle with respect
to the direction of the electron beam). A likelihood vari-
able (Lπ0) based on the energy pro�le of the EMC cluster

is used to suppress the contribution of π0's in which the
two daughter photons are not resolved. The requirement
on Lπ0 retains essentially all isolated high-energy pho-
tons. These photon quality criteria are determined from
studies of photons in µµγ events and of p's (p's) from �
(�) decays. (Antiprotons are used to estimate the detec-
tor response to background antineutrons.)
High-energy photons that are consistent with originat-

ing from π0 → γγ or η → γγ decays are vetoed if the
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other π0 or η daughter is found. For the π0(η) veto, com-
binations are formed of the high-energy photon with all
other photon candidates that have laboratory-frame en-
ergy greater than 30 (230)MeV; it is required that the
invariant mass not lie within a window around the nom-
inal π0(η) mass, 115(508) < mγγ < 155(588)MeV/c2.
The simulated distributions of signal and background

at this stage of the event selection are shown in Fig. 2(a).
The cumulative signal e�ciency up to this point is ap-
proximately 50%, while 1.6% of continuum and 0.4% of
BB backgrounds are retained. The remaining contin-
uum background arises predominantly from unvetoed π0

and η decays, or initial-state radiation in qq events. The
BB background is also dominated by unvetoed decays of
π0(η) from B → Xπ0(η), but also has a signi�cant con-
tribution from misidenti�ed electrons, and smaller com-
ponents from antineutrons and radiative ω and η′ decays.

C. Lepton Tagging

About 20% of B mesons decay semileptonically to ei-
ther an electron or muon, predominantly via B → Xcℓν.
An additional 4% of B decays result in an electron or
muon via B → Xcτν. Since the tagging lepton comes
from the recoiling B meson, this requirement does not
compromise the inclusiveness of the B → Xsγ selection.
Electrons are identi�ed with a likelihood algorithm

that incorporates properties of the deposited energy and
shower shapes of the EMC clusters, the Cherenkov angles
associated with the charged particle passing through the
DIRC, and the dE/dx energy loss of the track. Muons
are identi�ed using a neural-network selector contain-
ing variables that discriminate between muons and elec-
trons, primarily through di�erences in EMC energy depo-
sition, and those which discriminate between muons and
hadrons, mainly through di�erences in IFR signatures.
The left plots of Fig. 3 show that leptons from hadronic

decays in continuum events tend to be at lower momen-
tum. Hence the tagging lepton is required to have mo-
mentum p∗e,µ > 1.05GeV/c. As seen in the right plots
of Fig. 3, additionally requiring the cosine of the CM-
frame angle between the lepton and the high-energy pho-
ton cos θ∗γℓ > −0.7 removes more continuum background,

in which the lepton and photon candidates tend to be
back-to-back. The peak at cos θ∗γℓ ≈ 1.0 for electrons in

continuum events arises predominantly from π0(η) → γγ
decays in which one photon satis�es the high-energy pho-
ton requirements and the other converts to an e+e− pair.
The peaks at cos θ∗γℓ ≈ −1.0 for the BB background

arise from B decays in which the photon and lepton come
from the same B. A similar smaller peak for muon tags
in signal events is due to pions faking the muon signa-
ture. These tag selection requirements are designed as
a loose preselection; a more stringent tag discrimina-
tion is achieved by the multivariate selectors described
in Sec. IVD.
The presence of a relatively high-energy neutrino in

semileptonic B decays is exploited by requiring the miss-
ing energy of the event (E∗

miss) to be greater than 0.7GeV.
The lepton-tag requirements retain approximately 12%
of signal and BB background events after the photon
selection, while retaining only 2.2% of continuum back-
grounds.

D. Event Topology Requirement

As the continuum backgrounds are di�erent for elec-
tron and muon tags, each sample is divided according to
the tag. For each lepton type the continuum backgrounds
are then further suppressed by combining the p∗e,µ and
cos θ∗γℓ for the leptons with event topology variables into

a neural-network (NN) discriminant.
Several alternative choices of input variables were con-

sidered. For each alternative, the electron and muon
NN's are trained, and the requirements on their output
parameter optimized (see below). The choice of variables
is designed to minimize the total error on the branching
fraction and spectral moment measurements, based on
combining in quadrature preliminary estimates of statis-
tical, systematic and model-dependence errors. The lat-
ter refers to a variation of the event-selection e�ciency
with the choice of MC spectrum (\model" in the sense of
Sec. II) used to compute it. It arises primarily from the
increase in e�ciency as a function of E∗

γ ; the stronger this
trend, the larger the model-dependence uncertainty. The
selection strategy aims for best signal precision, while
minimizing the dependence of e�ciency on E∗

γ . Since
the backgrounds rise sharply as E∗

γ decreases, it is im-
possible to completely eliminate the E∗

γ dependence. Of
several multivariate discriminants (with di�erent sets of
input variables) which were found to give approximately
the same signal precision, the one resulting in the least
E∗

γ dependence was chosen.
The eight topology variables chosen for the NN include

R′
2/R

∗
2, where R′

2 is the normalized second Fox-Wolfram
moment calculated in the frame recoiling against the pho-
ton, which for ISR events is the qq rest frame. Also
included are three momentum-weighted polar-angle mo-
ments, Lj/L0, j = 1, 2, 3, where

Lj =
X

i

|pi|| cos θi|j . (3)

Here pi and cos θi are the momentum and angle, respec-
tively, of the ith reconstructed particle with respect to
the high-energy photon axis in the recoil frame. Sum-
mation over i includes every reconstructed charged and
neutral particle except the high-energy photon. The last
four topology variables are derived from the eigenvalues
(λ1, λ2, λ3) and eigenvectors of the momentum tensor [52]

Pnm =

P

i p
n
i p

m
i /|pi|

P

i |pi|
, (4)

where pni is the nth component of the ith reconstructed
particle's 3-momentum in the recoil frame. The high-
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FIG.2:Estimatedsignalandbackgroundyieldsvs.photonenergyintheCMframebasedonMCsimulation,attwostagesof
theeventselection:(a)afterrequiringanunvetoedhigh-energyphoton(logarithmicscale);(b)afterallselectionrequirements
(linearscale).Thethreecontributionsareshowncumulatively.ThesignaldistributionisforaKNmodelwithmb=4.65GeV/c

2,
whilethecontinuumdistributionhasbeenscaledasdescribedinSec.III.
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FIG.3:LeptondistributionsfromMCsimulation,afterthephotonselectionrequirementsbutbeforeapplyingleptontagand
NNcriteria. Plots(a)and(b)areforelectrontags,plots(c)and(d)formuontags. Plots(a)and(c)showtheCM-frame
momentumdistributions,withverticallinesindicatingtheminimumselectionrequirements.Plots(b)and(d)showthecosine
oftheCManglebetweentheleptonandthehigh-energyphoton,afterapplyingthemomentumcriteria;theverticallinesshow
theminimumrequirementonthisquantity. Thesignal(blackdots)isfromaKNmodelwithmb=4.65GeV/c

2. TheBB
background(solidbluehistogram)andcontinuumbackground(dashedred)arefromtheMCsimulations.Eachdistributionis
separatelynormalizedtobestillustrateitsbehavior.
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FIG.4:ThedistributionoftheNNoutput,fromMCsimulationafterthephotonselectionandleptontagrequirements,for(a)
electron-taggedeventsand(b)muon-taggedevents.Theverticallinesshowtheminimumrequirementonthisquantity.The
signalisfromaKNmodelwithmb=4.65GeV/c

2.ThecontinuumisfromtheMCsimulation.Normalizationsarearbitrary.

energyphotoncandidateisexcluded.Thederivedquan-
titiesusedasNNinputsare:

λ1d = max(λ1,λ2,λ3)

λ2d = λ1λ2+λ2λ3+λ3λ1

λ3d = λ1λ2λ3

V1dz = z-componentofVmax,

whereVmaxistheeigenvectorassociatedwiththelargest
eigenvalueandzistheelectronbeamdirection.
Theelectronand muonNN’saretrainedwith MC
samplesofcontinuumandsignal(KNmodelwithmb=
4.65GeV/c2)eventsthatcontainaphotonwithenergy
intherange1.9<E∗γ<2.7GeV.TheBBbackground
simulationsampleisexcludedfromthetrainingbecause
thissampleisusedforbackgroundsubtractionandis
topologicallyverysimilartothesignal. Trainingwith
backgroundandsignalsamplesnormalizedtotheex-
pectedeventyieldsatthisstageoftheeventselection
providesslightlybetterstatisticalprecisionforsignal(see
Sec.IVE)thandoestrainingwithbackgroundandsig-
nalsampleswiththesamenormalization. ForanNN
withequally-normalizedtrainingsamples,theNNoutput
distributionswouldpeaktoward0and1,respectively,
forbackground-andsignal-likeevents. Neural-network
trainingbasedonexpectedeventyields,however,pro-
ducesoutputdistributionsthatarequalitativelydiffer-
ent,asdemonstratedinFig.4,whichshowstheout-
putdistributionsforsignalandcontinuumevents,sepa-
ratedaccordingtoleptontag. Eventswithanelectron
(muon)tagarerequiredtohaveanNNoutputgreater
than0.53(0.47). Thisselectionaccepts42%ofsignal
events(1.8<E∗γ<2.8GeV)thathavepassedthephoton
andleptonselectionrequirementswhileretaining1.7%
ofcontinuumand27%ofBBbackground.Eventswith
morethanonephotoncandidateaftertheNNrequire-
mentarediscarded(0.16%ofsignalevents).

E. OptimizationoftheEventSelection

Theoptimizationfortheselectioncriteriawasper-
formediterativelyonfivevariables:thetwoNNoutputs
(Sec.IVD),theminimumenergyofthelowerenergypho-
tonintheπ0andηvetoes(Sec.IVB)andthemissing
energy(Sec.IVC).Thefigureof merit(FOM)isthe
anticipatedratioofthesignalyieldtoitsstatisticalun-
certaintyforE∗γbetween1.8and2.8GeV,takinginto
accountthelimitedsizeoftheoff-resonancesampleused
forcontinuumsubtraction:

StatisticalFOM=
S

S+B+(C/foff)
. (5)

HereS,BandCaretheestimatedyieldsintheon-
resonancedataofsignal,BB backgroundandcontin-
uumbackgroundevents,respectively(aftereventselec-
tion),basedonMCsimulation,andfoffisthefractionof
totalluminosityaccumulatedoff-resonance,Loff/(Lon+
Loff)=0.0949.
Theselectioncriterionforeachofthefivevariableswas
optimizedinturn,whileholdingthecriteriafortheothers
fixed,andtheprocessrepeateduntilastableoptimal
selectionwasfound.

F. OverallSignalEfficiency

Theprobabilitythatasignaleventisobservedandsur-
vivestheevent-selectionprocessisapproximately2.5%,
whileonly0.0005%ofthecontinuumand0.013%ofthe
BB backgroundsremaininthesample. Figure2(b)
showstheexpectedsignalandbackgrounddistributions
afterallselectioncriteria.
Thephotonspectrumis measuredinbinsofrecon-
structedE∗γ. Hencethesignalefficiencyispresented
hereintermsofthatquantity. Theselectionefficiency
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2.
UncertaintiesarefromMCstatistics.Correspondingefficien-
ciesforakinetic-schememodelwithparameterssettoHFAG
world-averagevaluesarewithin1%(relative)ofthevalues
plotted.

for MCsignalevents,i.e.,thefractionoftheeventsin
agivenrangeofE∗γ thatsurvivealltheselectioncri-
teriadescribedabove,iscalculatedin100-MeVbinsof
reconstructedE∗γandalsoforwideranges(suchas1.8
to2.8GeV).Theoverallsignalefficiencyalsoincludesan
acceptancecomponent,theprobabilityforthephotonto
enterthefiducialregionoftheEMC.Thisisavailable
onlyasafunctionoftrueE∗γ(thephotonenergybefore
resolutionsmearing),sincereconstructedE∗γisdefined
onlyforacceptedphotons. However,becausethevaria-
tionoftheacceptanceefficiencyisweak,itcanbecom-
binedwiththeselectionefficiencytoprovideanoverall
efficiencyinbinsorrangesofreconstructedE∗γ.Figure5
showstheresult.

V. CONTINUUMBACKGROUNDS

Thecontinuumbackgroundisestimatedusingoff-
resonancedatascaledaccordingtotheratioofthelu-
minositytimesthee+e−→ qqcrosssectionfortheon-
andoff-resonancedatasets.Sincecontinuumdataare
collected40MeVbelowtheΥ(4S)resonance,thecenter-
of-massenergyis0.4%lowerthanthecenter-of-massen-
ergiesforatypicalBBevent.Inordertoaccountforthis
difference,theenergyofahigh-energyphotoncandidate
inoff-resonancedataisscaledbymΥ(4S)/

√
soff,where

mΥ(4S)and
√
soffarethemassoftheΥ(4S)systemand

thecenter-of-massenergyoftheoff-resonancedataevent,
respectively.

VI. BB BACKGROUNDS

A. Overview

Thebackgroundfromnon-signalBBeventsarisesei-
therfromrealphotonsfromthedecaysoflow-mass
mesons(withπ0andηresponsibleformostoftheback-
ground)orfromotherparticlesfakingphotons.

TheBBbackgroundremainingaftereventselectionis
estimatedusingthe MCsimulationasanapproximate
startingpoint.Variouscontrolsamplesarethenusedto
correctmostofthesignificantcomponentsofthisback-
groundaccordingtodata/MCyieldratiosmeasuredas
afunctionofappropriatekinematicvariables. Thecor-
rectionsareappliedin100-MeVbinsofE∗γ.Theuncer-
taintiesofthesefactors(alongwithsmalluncertainties
fromMCstatistics)constitutetheBBsystematicerrors.
ThesecanbehighlycorrelatedbetweenE∗γbins.There-
mainderofSec.VIdetailstheindividualcorrections,as
wellasa moreglobalcorrectiontothelepton-tagging
efficiency.

Theeventsimulationtellsusthetrue(generated)par-
ticlethatmostcloselycorrespondstothereconstructed
high-energyphotoncandidate. Thisallowsthecatego-
rizationofselectedeventsaccordingtotheoriginofthat
candidate. TableIliststhe MCfractionsbycategory
andthecorrespondingcorrectionfactorsaveragedover
twobroadE∗γintervals,coveringtheBBcontrolregion
andthesignalregion.

B. π0andηCorrections

About80%of MC-predictedBB backgroundinthe
signalregionarisesfromB→Xπ0(η)withπ0(η)→γγ.
Thiscontributionisdominatedbyhighly-asymmetric
π0(η)decays,inwhichasecondphotonhasmuchlower
energythantheselectedhigh-energyphoton. Tocor-
rectMCpredictionsfortheseinclusiveBdecaysinthe
phasespaceregionselectedfortheB→ Xsγanalysis,
inclusiveπ0andηsamplesaredefinedbyapplyingthe
sameselectioncriteriabutomittingtheπ0andηvetoes.
Toenhancestatisticsforthesestudiestheminimumre-
quirementonE∗γisrelaxedfrom1.53GeVto1.03GeV,
andforη’stheminimumlaboratory-frameenergyforthe
low-energyphotonisrelaxedfrom230MeVto75MeV.

1. ScalingofMCπ0andηyieldstodata

Theyieldsofπ0(η)aremeasuredinbinsofE∗π0(η)by

fittingthedistributionsofγγmass(m)insimulatedBB
background,on-resonancedataandoff-resonancedata.

Thesignalshapeforπ0isthesumoftwoGaussian
functions(G1andG2)withdifferentmeans(µ1andµ2)
andrmswidths(σ1andσ2)plusalow-masspower-law
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TABLE I: The BB background composition after all selection cuts, according to the BABAR Monte Carlo simulation, and
the correction factors determined for each component. Classi�cation is according to the true MC particle associated with the
high-energy photon, and to the true parent of that particle. The \B" category under \Parent" corresponds to high-energy
photons from �nal-state radiation. The \Other" category consists of hadrons other than n's. The \None" category consists of
backgrounds unassociated with the primary event, mostly from out-of-time Bhabha-scattering events; such \photons" appear
in the simulation via the beam-background mixing described in Sec. II. While all numbers are actually computed and applied
in 100-MeV bins of E∗

 , they are illustrated here for the overall signal region (1.80 to 2.80 GeV) and BB control region (1.53
to 1.80GeV). The \Subsection" column refers to where each correction is discussed. Note that the π0 and η correction factors
implicitly include the tagging e�ciency correction described in Sec. VIH; this tagging correction is not included elsewhere in
the table.

MC Category 1.53 to 1.8GeV 1.8 to 2.8GeV
Subsection

Particle Parent MC Fraction Corr. Factor MC Fraction Corr. Factor

Photon π0 0.5390 1.05 0.6127 1.09 VIB

η 0.2062 0.79 0.1919 0.75 VIB

ω 0.0386 0.80 0.0270 0.80 VIC

η′ 0.0112 0.52 0.0082 1.13 VIC

B 0.0362 1.00 0.0194 1.00 VI F

J/ψ 0.0061 1.00 0.0071 1.00 VIH

e± 0.0967 1.07 0.0619 1.07 VID

Other 0.0035 1.00 0.0032 1.00 VIH

Total 0.9375 | 0.9315 |

e± Any 0.0411 1.65 0.0333 1.68 VID

n Any 0.0170 0.35 0.0243 0.15 VIE

Other Any 0.0029 1.00 0.0028 1.00 VIH

None 0.0015 1.00 0.0079 1.00

tail (parameters p and λ):

f(m) =















A [f1G1(m) + (1− f1)G2(m)] m ≥ m0

B

�

pσ1/λ

m0 −m+ pσ1/λ

�p

m < m0 ,

(6)
where m0 ≡ (µ1 − λσ1), A and f1 govern the normal-
izations of the two Gaussian functions, and B is set by
requiring continuity at m = m0. The signal shape for η
is a single Gaussian with two such power-law tails with
separate parameters.
The �t is carried out in several stages. First, a sig-

nal shape is determined for BB MC events in which the
reconstructed γγ pair derive from a true π0 or η. For
purposes of this study, these events are termed \signal".
Next, for both MC and on-resonance data events, the
mass spectrum of all γγ pairs which include the high-
energy photon is �t in the π0(η) mass region to signal
plus a background shape, with some signal tail parame-
ters �xed to their values from the signal-only �t. This
procedure is validated by comparing the extracted signal
yields from this MC �t to those of true signal: averaging
the absolute values of the di�erences over energy bins, the
agreement is 1.3% of the yield for π0 and 2.1% for η. The
�ts to on-resonance data are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. Fi-
nally, the o�-resonance data are �t with all signal-shape
parameters �xed to their on-resonance �t values, with
only the signal yield and background parameters left free.

Then, in each E∗
π0(η) bin, the π0(η) correction factor is

the ratio of the on-resonance minus luminosity-weighted
o�-resonance π0(η) yield to the luminosity-weighted MC
π0(η) yield. Systematic uncertainties from the �t are
found by individually varying the �xed parameters in the
on-resonance data �ts, and also allowing for the MC �t-
validation checks. The resulting correction factors and
their uncertainties are shown in Tables II and III.

Correction factors to the BB MC predictions in
100MeV bins of E∗

γ , along with their uncertainties and
correlations, are determined by applying the above fac-
tors event-by-event to MC events passing the B → Xsγ
selection criteria.

TABLE II: The π0 correction factors from ratios of data-to-
MC �tted yields. The �rst and second sets of uncertainties
are statistical and systematic, respectively.

π0 CM Energy (GeV) Correction Factor

1.4 to 1.6 0.959 ± 0.006 ± 0.013

1.6 to 1.8 0.933 ± 0.009 ± 0.012

1.8 to 2.0 0.990 ± 0.012 ± 0.031

2.0 to 2.2 0.992 ± 0.016 ± 0.013

2.2 to 2.4 0.899 ± 0.035 ± 0.018

2.4 to 3.0 1.489 ± 0.259 ± 0.076
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FIG.6:Fitstospectraofγγcombinationsperintervalofγγmassforπ0on-resonancedata,inbinsofE∗π0:(a)1.4to1.6GeV,

(b)1.6to1.8GeV,(c)1.8to2.0GeV,(d)2.0to2.2GeV,(e)2.2to2.4GeV,and(f)2.4to3.0GeV.Foreachbin,thetopplot
showsthedata(points),thetotalfit(uppercurve)andthesignalcomponentofthefit(lowercurve);thebottomplotshows
theresiduals,definedas(data-fit)/(datauncertainty).Forthefirstfewbinsthesignalshapedoesn’tpreciselyreproducethe
centerofthepeak,aneffectalsoseeninfitstoMCπ0signalonly,butthisdoesnotaffecttheintegratedsignalyield.

2. Additionalcorrectionsforlow-energyphotonefficiency

Whiletheproceduredescribedaboveaccountsfor
data-MCdifferencesintheproducedπ0andηyieldsaf-
terthefullselection,includingtheefficienciesforlepton
taggingandfordetectingthehigh-energyphoton,itdoes

TABLEIII:Theηcorrectionfactorsfromratiosofdata-to-
MCfittedyields. Thefirstandsecondsetsofuncertainties
arestatisticalandsystematic,respectively.

ηCMEnergy(GeV) CorrectionFactor

1.5to1.7 0.948±0.029±0.034

1.7to1.9 0.744±0.026±0.029

1.9to2.2 0.654±0.024±0.017

2.2to2.6 0.864±0.049±0.027

notproperlyaccountfordata-MCdifferencesinthede-
tectionefficiencyforthelow-energyphotonfromaπ0or
ηdecay.Thisisbecausethefitstothesamplesstudied
abovecounteventsinwhichthatphotonisdetectedand
formsaγγpairintheπ0(η)masspeak,whereasinthe
B→ XsγanalysisaB→ Xπ

0(η)backgroundeventis
acceptedifthelow-energyphotonisnotfound(orforms
areconstructedγγpairmassoutsidethevetowindow).
Thustheprocedurecorrectsinthewrongdirectionfor
data-MCdifferencesinlow-energyphotondetectioneffi-
ciency.

Correctingforlow-energyphotonefficiencyisanother
multi-stepprocess.First,BABARmeasurementsofπ0de-
tectionefficiencyaretakenfromstudiesoftheinitial-
stateradiation(ISR)processe+e− → ωγwithω→
π+π−π0. Herethepreciseknowledgeofthebeamen-
ergiesandthemeasuredchargedpionsandhigh-energy
ISRphotonallowthefour-momentumoftheπ0tobepre-
dicted.Themeasuredefficiencydifferencebetweendata
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FIG.7:Fitstospectraofγγcombinationsperintervalofγγmassforηon-resonancedata,inbinsofE∗η:(a)1.5to1.7GeV,
(b)1.7to1.9GeV,(c)1.9to2.2GeV,and(d)2.2to2.6GeV.Foreachbin,thetopplotshowsthedata(points),thetotal
fit(uppercurve)andthesignalcomponentofthefit(lowercurve);thebottomplotshowstheresiduals,definedas(data-
fit)/(datauncertainty).

and MCeventsisadjustedtomatchtheπ0CM-frame
momentumdistributionsfor B → Xπ0backgroundin
theB → Xsγanalysisandfortheinclusive-π

0stud-
iesdescribedinsectionVIB1. Theresultisadata-
MCfractionalefficiencydifferenceof(−4.1±0.7)%for
theB → Xsγselectionand(−3.5±0.6)%inthein-
clusiveπ0studies.Partofthesedata-MCefficiencydif-
ferencesareaccountedforbyadata-MCdifferenceof
(−1.15±0.65)%measuredforthehigh-energyphoton,as
detailedinSec.XA1below.Subtractingthisandcom-
biningtheerrorsinquadratureleaves(−2.95±0.95)%
(B → Xsγselection)and(−2.35±0.9)%(B → Xπ

0

selection)asduetothelow-energyphoton.

Finally,theB→ Xπ0samplesareusedtoseparately
studytheroughly25%oflow-energyphotonsinthecur-
rentmeasurementsthathavelaboratory-frameenergies
below80MeV. Thisisnecessarybecause,inorderto
suppressbackgrounds,theISRanalysiseffectivelycovers
cosinesoftheπ0helicityangle(whichequalsthedecay
energyasymmetry)onlyuptoabout0.9. Becauseof
this,low-energyphotonsbelow≈80MeVarenotade-

quatelyrepresentedintheISRanalysis. Thedata/MC
ratiosforB→ Xπ0samplesaresensitivetobranching
fractionsanddetectionefficienciesforhigh-energyand
low-energyphotons.Theseratiosinπ0energybinscan
beusedtodeterminetherelativeefficiencycorrections
forlow-energyphotonsbelow80MeVcomparedtothose
above80MeV,sincebothsetsoflow-energyphotonsde-
rivefromπ0mesonswiththesamekinematicproperties,
andtheaccompanyinghigh-energyphotonshardlydif-
fer.Thisisaccomplishedbyseparatelyapplyingtheπ0

mass-spectrumfittingtechniquefor π0masscombina-
tionsinvolvinglow-energyphotonsinthesetworegions.
Anadditionaldata-MCfractionalefficiencycorrectionof
(−3.6±1.1)%isderivedforonlythoseπ0decaysinvolving
thesephotonsbelow80MeV.Thereisnocorresponding
effectforη’s,wheretheminimumphotonenergyisal-
waysatleast75MeV.

Todeterminetheeffectoftheselow-energy-photonef-
ficiencydifferencesontheanalysis,theBBsimulationis
rerunwiththespecifiedfractionsoflow-energyphotons
fromπ0(η)decaysdiscarded.Theresultisanadditional
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factor of 1.105±0.029 for the π0 component of BB back-
ground in the B → Xsγ analysis, and 1.041 ± 0.015 for
the η component. The π0 and η errors are mostly cor-
related. These factors multiply those obtained from the
inclusive π0(η) data/MC yield comparisons.

C. Other Meson Decays

Radiative decays of inclusively produced ω (in the π0γ
mode) and η′ (in various decay modes) can lead to high-
energy photons not already accounted for among the in-
clusive π0's. As seen in Table I, these contribute sev-
eral percent of the simulated BB background. We have
studied inclusive ω and η′ production in Υ (4S) events.
Correction factors are determined in bins of CM-frame
meson momentum (p∗ω or p∗η′) as the ratios of measured

inclusive branching fractions to the values used in the
MC simulation for the current analysis.
The ω measurements cover the p∗ω range from 0 to

2.25GeV/c in 0.25GeV/c bins. Correction factors range
from 0.7 to 1.3, with uncertainties averaging 0.17.
Results for η′ are divided into two regions of reduced

momentum, xη′ = p∗η′/
q

E∗
beam

2 −m2
η′. For 0.39 < xη′ <

0.52, direct B → Xη′ decays are dominant, and the cor-
rection factor is 1.86±0.61. For 0.10 < xη′ < 0.39, decays
via an intermediate charm-meson state are dominant,
and the correction factor is 0.35±0.19. The �rst range is
most important in the signal region for B → Xsγ, while
the second range is most important in the BB control
region.
Both ω and η′ corrections are applied event-by-event in

the BB simulation in order to obtain correction factors
in E∗

γ bins.

D. Electron Backgrounds

Electrons and positrons contribute to the photon back-
ground in two ways (see Table I). First, there are
events in which the reconstructed photon is from hard
bremsstrahlung from an e± interacting with the material
in the inner portion of the BABAR detector (beam pipe,
SVT, and material between the SVT and the active area
of the DCH). Second, there are events in which the recon-
structed photon is faked by an electron due to a failure to
reconstruct a track or to match a track to the calorimeter
energy deposit. The primary source of the e± in both of
these categories is semileptonic B decay.
The bremsstrahlung process is reliably simulated by

GEANT4, so there is no correction to the simulation for
this background. But a 3% systematic error is assigned
based on the precision with which the amount of detector
material has been measured.

The misreconstructed electron background is measured
using a tag and probe method with B → XJ/ψ(J/ψ →

e+e−) data. This sample closely models the particle mul-
tiplicity in B → Xsγ events. The J/ψ in this decay mode
is normally reconstructed by requiring two electrons with
tracks associated with EMC clusters. If the track is mis-
reconstructed there will still be a cluster but without an
associated track. In this case the J/ψ is reconstructed
from this unassociated cluster along with the other elec-
tron, which has a track matched to a cluster. Because
either of the two leptons could have a misreconstructed
track, the track ine�ciency may be measured as

1− ǫ =
N(J/ψ(eClus, eTrk))

2N(J/ψ(eTrk, eTrk)) +N(J/ψ(eClus, eTrk))
,

(7)
where N(J/ψ(eClus, eTrk)) and N(J/ψ(eTrk, eTrk)) are
the numbers of J/ψ → e+e− events with one and two
reconstructed tracks, respectively. These yields are ex-
tracted from �ts to distributions of e+ e− invariant mass,
computed from the four-momenta of the track found for
one lepton (the \tag") and the EMC cluster for the other.
The value of 1 − ǫ is compared between data and MC
samples to derive a correction factor for the simulation.
There is a large combinatoric background in the one-
track (eClus, eTrk) sample due to actual photons. How-
ever, when an electron track has been misreconstructed
there are still a number of DCH hits around the tra-
jectory from the vertex to the EMC cluster. The back-
ground is signi�cantly reduced by requiring a minimum
number of 20 hits in a road of 1-cm radius around this
trajectory.
Figure 8 shows an example of �ts to the e+e− mass

combinations corresponding to the numerator and de-
nominator of Eq. (7) for data and MC simulation. The
mass is computed from the track associated with a tag
lepton and the EMC cluster associated with the other lep-
ton; hence (eTrk, eTrk) combinations are entered twice,
with di�erent masses, once for each tag. The simulation
underestimates the fraction of misreconstructed tracks
by a factor of 1.57± 0.27(stat)± 0.22(syst), where \stat"
and \syst" denote the statistical and systematic uncer-
tainties, respectively. The systematic error comes pre-
dominantly from uncertainties in the line shape assumed
in the invariant mass �t and from varying the require-
ments on the road width and the number of DCH hits.
Consequently, the MC estimate of the BB background
to B → Xsγ from misreconstructed electrons is increased
by a factor of 1.57± 0.35.

E. Antineutrons

The only signi�cant hadron background to high-energy
photons is from antineutrons, which have a neutral signa-
ture and can, by annihilating in or just before the EMC,
deposit a large amount of energy. A large fraction of such
background is removed by the requirement on maximum
lateral moment (Sec. IVB). There are two sources of po-
tential bias in the predicted yield: the inclusive B → Xn
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FIG. 8: Invariant e+e− mass distributions for J/ψ → e+e− electron-ine�ciency studies. Plots (a) and (b) are for MC samples;
plots (c) and (d) are for data samples. Plots (a) and (c) includes all (eClus, eTrk) and (eTrk, eTrk) pairs, while plots (b) and
(d) include only the (eClus, eTrk) pairs. Dotted, dashed and solid curves show, respectively, the J/ψ signal and background
components of each �t, and their sum. The numbers of �tted J/ψ signal events are 156327 ± 550, 313 ± 27, 35825 ± 281 and
109± 18 for plots (a), (b), (c) and (d), respectively.

branching fraction and n momentum spectrum in the
event simulation, and the GEANT4 simulation of the
deposited energy and its distribution in the EMC. Be-
cause it is not possible to identify or measure the four-
momentum of an n in the BABAR detector, there are no
control samples of n's available to study these e�ects.
Hence estimates of their size have been based on com-
parison of data to simulated events involving B decays
to p's.

The inclusive n production spectrum in the BB sim-
ulation is corrected by the ratio of a measured inclu-
sive p spectrum to its corresponding simulation. Correc-
tion factors are applied as a function of CM-frame an-
tibaryon momentum. They are close to 1.0 at momenta
above about 0.9GeV/c, increasing to 2.0 for momenta
from 0.5GeV/c down to the lowest measured momentum
of about 0.3GeV/c. Uncertainties are typically 8% to
12%. Below 0.3GeV/c, a factor of 2.0 is assigned, with
a larger uncertainty. In addition, while the production
of p and n from direct B decays is related via isospin
conservation, many of the antibaryons arise from decays
of �'s or hyperons, which would require separate correc-
tion factors. An additional uncertainty of 3% accounts
for di�erences in fractions of direct B vs. � vs. hyperon
parentage of n and p.

Control samples of p's from the decay of �'s are used to
compare data and MC EMC response to p's as a function

of laboratory-frame p momentum. Most p's are rejected
by imposing the same upper limit on the lateral moment
of their EMC energy deposition pattern as used in the
B → Xsγ photon selection. Correction factors are de-
termined in bins of laboratory-frame momentum pp vs.
xEMC, where

xEMC ≡ EEMC
q

p2p +m2
p +mp

(8)

is that fraction of the total energy from annihilation on
a nucleon that is deposited in the EMC. Corrections are
computed as the ratio of data to MC probability distri-
bution functions (PDFs) for xEMC > 0.5, the only re-
gion that can yield an apparent E∗

γ above 1.53GeV. The
primary data-MC di�erences result from the larger av-
erage lateral moment in data, an e�ect accentuated by
restricting the lateral moment to low (photon-like) val-
ues. Hence the data have a considerably smaller propor-
tion of p's satisfying the selection than is the case for
MC events. This inaccuracy of the simulation, and to
a lesser extent an overestimate of the energy deposit it-
self, increases with increasing xEMC, hence the data/MC
correction factor becomes small as xEMC increases.
Figure 9 illustrates the p correction factors in this two-

dimensional space. Note that in inclusive B decays there
are relatively few antibaryons with laboratory-frame mo-
mentum above 1.5GeV/c.
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from � control samples, including the same maximum lateral
moment criterion used for B → Xsγ analysis.

There are several di�culties in applying these results
to antineutrons. First, because of energy loss in the beam
pipe and inner detector components, p's do not provide
useful energy-deposit information for laboratory-frame
momenta below 0.5GeV/c, whereas one-third of n's from
B decay have momenta below 0.5GeV/c. A constant ex-
trapolation of correction factors to lower momenta is as-
sumed, with a systematic uncertainty set by including
an additional factor of 1/2. Second, p's enter the EMC
crystals at a larger angle of incidence than do n's, be-
cause of the magnetic �eld, resulting in a larger lateral
moment for p's with pT < 0.7GeV/c than for n's. A sys-
tematic uncertainty is assigned by increasing correction
factors with laboratory pp in this region to their values
at just-higher, una�ected, pp . Third, because of a mis-
take in the version of GEANT4 implemented in BABAR,
simulated p's that stop before annihilating do not then
annihilate. This has been dealt with by increasing the
MC PDFs (decreasing the correction factors) according
to the fraction of p's that annihilate for a given momen-
tum. Half of this correction is adopted as its systematic
uncertainty.

Correction factors to the simulated n background in
E∗

γ bins are computed by applying event-by-event cor-
rections for both the branching fraction and the EMC
response. Systematic uncertainties are obtained by re-
doing this for each of the systematic changes outlined
above. The resulting correction factors vary from about
0.4 to 0.04 as E∗

γ increases from 1.53 to 2.8GeV, with
uncertainties ranging from 1/4 to 1/2 of the correction
factors.

F. Final-State Radiation

Final-state radiation, most importantly from leptons,
is incorporated into the BB background simulation with
PHOTOS [53]. The contribution is labeled as having B
parentage in Table I. No correction is applied for this
small component. Radiation from light quarks during
the hadronization process is not incorporated into the
simulation. However, this contribution was computed
for the previous B → Xsγ analysis [42], where a photon
spectrum based on the calculation in Ref. [54] was passed
through the detector simulation and selection criteria.
This contribution was found to be less than 0.3%.

G. Semileptonic Branching Fraction

The dominant source of tagging leptons above the min-
imum required momenta (Sec. IVC) in both signal and
BB background events, and also of electrons that fake
high-energy photons (Table I) is the semileptonic decay
of B mesons. The MC simulation models B semilep-
tonic decays as a sum of exclusive processes. But this
sum does not accurately reproduce inclusive measure-
ments of semileptonic decays [55]. A BABAR inclusive
electron measurement [56, 57] is used to renormalize the
simulated branching fractions as a function of CM-frame
lepton momentum p∗ℓ . Figure 10 shows the data and MC
points and their ratio. Correction factors are applied
based on the polynomial �t. For most leptons relevant
to this analysis the correction is larger than unity.
This correction enters in two places in the analysis.

First, it a�ects tagging e�ciency. By integrating over all
lepton tags in events passing selection criteria, a correc-
tion factor of 1.047 ± 0.013 is obtained, for B → Xsγ
signal events, while for the BB MC sample the factor is
1.051±0.013. This correction is independent of E∗

γ . How-

ever, the procedure for normalizing the π0 and η back-
ground components to data implicitly takes this into ac-
count. Hence the correction is applied only to other BB
components. (However, the corrections given in Table I
for these components are derived before applying this ad-
ditional semileptonic correction.)
In addition to its e�ect on lepton tagging, the semilep-

tonic correction a�ects the two backgrounds in which an
e± fakes a high-energy photon. The corrections (which
are included in Table I along with the e± corrections
described in Sec. VID) depend upon E∗

γ ; their average
value for both backgrounds is 1.058± 0.013.
The two e�ects are taken to be fully correlated in com-

puting their contribution to the overall BB yield uncer-
tainty.

H. Overall BB corrections

The above subsections describe corrections by BB
component for all but a few percent of the predicted
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FIG.10: B-mesonsemileptonicpartialbranchingfractionvs.
CM-frameleptonmomentum,averagedoverBchargestates.
Top:BABARmeasurement[57](filledblackcircles)andvalues
intheBBMCsimulation(opencircles).Bottom:data/MC
ratios,andresultsofasecond-orderpolynomialfitfrom1.0
to2.2GeV.Thedashedcurvesshowthe1σerrorband.

makeupoftheBB background,assummarizedinTa-
bleI.Severalothersmallcategories(e.g.,“J/ψ”and
“Other”)areleftas-predicted.Finally,severalsmallcor-
rectionscomputedinthecontextofsignalefficiencyare
alsoapplicabletoBBbackgrounds:ahigh-energypho-
tonefficiencycorrectionof0.9885±0.0065(Sec.XA1),
andacorrectionof0.989±0.004forleptonidentification
efficiencyina multiparticleenvironment(Sec.XA3).
Likethesemileptonictagcorrection,theseneedonlybe
appliedtothe20to25%ofBbackgroundsotherthan
π0orη,andhencearesmalleffects. Moresignificantis
aglobalfactorof0.991±0.004fromdifferentprobabil-
itiesbetween MCanddataeventsoftheπ0vetobeing
activatedbyabackgroundphoton. Uncertaintiesalso
includeasmallcontributionfromBBMCstatistics.

TheBB correctionsdescribedaboveareappliedto
eachcomponentandforeach100MeVbinofE∗γ. Cor-
relationsbetweenbins,duebothtoE∗γ-independentcor-
rectionsandtocorrectionsdependentuponparenten-
ergies,aretracked,resultinginatableofcorrectedBB
yieldsandacorrelationmatrix.Thisinformationisused
tocomputetheresultspresentedinthenextsection.
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FIG.11: Thephotonspectrumin347.1fb−1ofdataafter
backgroundsubtraction. Theinnererrorbarsarestatistical
only,whiletheouterincludebothstatisticalandsystematic
errorsinquadrature.

ThelargestsystematicuncertaintiesontheBB yields
arethoseduetothelow-energyphotoncorrectiontothe
π0andηcomponents,withuncertaintiesintheno-track
electroncomponentandtheπ0inclusivespectrumnext
mostsignificant.

VII. SIGNALYIELDSANDVALIDATIONOF
BACKGROUNDESTIMATION

Figure11showsthephotonenergyspectrumindata
afterbackgroundsubtraction.TableIVgivesthesignal
yieldsandbackgroundestimationsinbinsofE∗γ. The
bin-to-bincorrelationsbetweentheerrorsonthesignal
yieldsaregiveninTableV.Thecontinuumbackgroundis
estimatedwithoff-resonancedata,whiletheBBback-
groundisestimatedfrom MCsimulation,withallthe
correctionsdescribedinSec.VIapplied.
Tovalidatethebackgroundestimation,twocontrol
regionsaresetasideinthephotonspectrum.Inthe
uppercontrolregion(2.9<E∗γ<3.5GeV),theevent

yieldaftersubtractingcontinuumandBBbackgrounds
is−100±138(stat)±14(syst)events,wherethestatis-
ticaluncertaintyresultsfromoff-resonancesubtraction.
Thesystematicerrorisfromtheuncertaintyofout-of-
timeBhabha-scatteringeventsinBB background(see
TableIcaption).Thissubtractedyieldisconsistentwith
theexpectationofzeroevents.
Inthelowercontrolregion(1.53<E∗γ <1.8GeV),
thereremain1174±272(stat)±828(syst)eventsafter
backgroundsubtraction.TheerrorsintheBBestimates
intheseE∗γbinsarehighlycorrelated;thesecorrelations
havebeenincludedwhencomputingthecontrol-region
systematicerror.Theagreementwithzerointhisregion
isatthe1.4σlevel,assumingnosignalevents.However
thisenergyregioncontainsafewhundredsignalevents,
withtheexactnumberdependingontheassumedsignal
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TABLE IV: The event yields in bins of E∗
 . The continuum background is estimated from o�-resonance data normalized to

on-resonance luminosity. The BB background is estimated using Monte Carlo simulation, corrected as described in Sec. VI.
The extracted signal yield is computed by subtracting the continuum and BB backgrounds from the on-resonance data yield.
It is quoted with statistical uncertainties (from on-resonance minus o�-resonance subtraction) and BB systematics. The last
set of rows show yields in wide E∗

 bins, taking into account the correlations of BB backgrounds between 100-MeV bins.

E∗
 (GeV)

On-resonance Continuum BB Signal

Data Background Background Yield

1.53 to 1.60 11869 ± 109 1319± 112 10232 ± 275 318± 156± 275

1.60 to 1.70 13531 ± 116 1327± 113 11497 ± 316 706± 162± 316

1.70 to 1.80 10366 ± 102 1371± 115 8846 ± 252 150± 153± 252

1.80 to 1.90 8054± 90 1118± 105 6511 ± 195 426± 138± 195

1.90 to 2.00 6083± 78 885± 93 4732 ± 139 466± 121± 139

2.00 to 2.10 4429± 67 717± 82 3165 ± 91 548 ± 106 ± 91

2.10 to 2.20 3124± 56 659± 80 1743 ± 56 722 ± 98 ± 56

2.20 to 2.30 2465± 50 603± 77 757± 33 1105± 91 ± 33

2.30 to 2.40 1977± 45 639± 79 314± 20 1024 ± 90 ± 20

2.40 to 2.50 1712± 41 537± 73 152± 19 1024 ± 84 ± 19

2.50 to 2.60 1225± 35 499± 71 67± 9 659± 79 ± 9

2.60 to 2.70 795± 28 328± 55 32± 7 435± 62 ± 7

2.70 to 2.80 457± 21 404± 62 18± 3 35± 66 ± 3

2.80 to 2.90 410± 20 310± 55 9± 4 91± 59± 4

2.90 to 3.00 370± 19 292± 52 8± 4 71± 55± 4

3.00 to 3.10 298± 17 335± 56 6± 3 −44± 59± 3

3.10 to 3.20 305± 18 396± 61 5± 3 −96± 64± 3

3.20 to 3.30 279± 17 273± 51 6± 2 0± 54± 2

3.30 to 3.40 252± 16 318± 56 3± 2 −69± 58± 1

3.40 to 3.50 222± 15 182± 42 3± 1 38± 44± 1

1.80 to 2.80 30321 ± 174 6387± 249 17490 ± 496 6444 ± 304± 496

1.90 to 2.80 22267 ± 149 5270± 226 10980 ± 313 6018 ± 271± 313

2.00 to 2.80 16184 ± 127 4385± 206 6248 ± 187 5551 ± 242± 187

2.10 to 2.80 11755 ± 108 3669± 189 3083 ± 110 5004 ± 218± 110

model. For example, using predictions based on the ki-
netic and shape function schemes with parameters close
to HFAG's world-average values [25], on average about
275 signal events would be expected in the lower control
region. Allowing for this, the data-background di�erence
is reduced to the 1.0σ level.

VIII. OBTAINING PHYSICS RESULTS: AN
OVERVIEW

Three physics results are extracted from the measured
signal yield:

• the CP asymmetry, ACP (B → Xs+dγ),

• the inclusive branching fraction, B(B → Xsγ) (for
several wide ranges of true Eγ in the B-meson rest
frame), and

• the true spectral shape and energy moments for
B → Xsγ (in both the CM frame and the B frame).

The presence of new physics beyond the SM can a�ect
the branching fraction and ACP . The spectral shape,
however, depends only on the dynamics of the b quark
within the B meson; it is independent of any new physics
contributions. Three di�erent approaches are optimal for
the three physics results.
The branching fraction and spectral shape measure-

ments require corrections for e�ciency. The partial
branching fraction for signal in any range of measured
photon energy E∗

γ is obtained from the signal yield S in
that same range by

B(B → Xs+dγ) =
1

2NBB

S

ǫsig
, (9)

where ǫsig is the signal e�ciency for that range and NBB

is the number of BB events in the on-resonance data set
before event selection. B(B → Xsγ) is obtained from this
by removing the small constant fraction contributed by
B → Xdγ. Applying Eq. (9) brings in additional system-
atic uncertainties related to the e�ciency and to NBB .
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TABLEV:ThecorrelationmatrixforthesignalyielderrorsfromTableIVin100-MeVbinsofE∗γ.Systematic(BBbackground)
andstatisticalcontributionsareincluded.RowsandcolumnsarelabeledbythevalueofE∗γattheloweredgeofthebin.

E∗γ(GeV) 1.53 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7

1.53 1.00 0.75 0.71 0.65 0.58 0.46 0.32 0.16 0.07 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.00

1.6 1.00 0.74 0.68 0.61 0.48 0.33 0.17 0.07 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.00

1.7 1.00 0.67 0.60 0.47 0.33 0.17 0.08 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.00

1.8 1.00 0.58 0.46 0.32 0.17 0.08 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.00

1.9 1.00 0.44 0.31 0.16 0.08 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.00

2.0 1.00 0.28 0.15 0.07 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.00

2.1 1.00 0.14 0.07 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.00

2.2 1.00 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.00

2.3 1.00 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.00

2.4 1.00 0.01 0.00 0.00

2.5 1.00 0.00 0.00

2.6 1.00 0.00

2.7 1.00

Theinclusivebranchingfractionandspectralshapemea-
surementsaremadeintermsofreconstructedE∗γinthe
CMframe,whiletheoreticalpredictionsaremadefortrue
photonenergyEγintheBframe.Thesedifferduetores-
olutionandDopplersmearing.Themeasurementsmust
beconvertedtocorrespondingmeasurementsintermsof
trueE∗γorEγ,inordertoallowfordetector-independent
comparisons.
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FIG.12: ComparisonofdataspectruminreconstructedE∗γ
tothepredictionsofthreemodels,eachnormalizedforbest
agreementwiththedataabove1.8GeV,basedonχ2 (in-
cludingbin-to-bincorrelations). Thesolidhistogramisfor
ashape-function-scheme model withmb =4.51GeVand
µ2π=0.46GeV

2whichresemblesthedatainthisrange.The
dot-dashhistogramisforakineticschememodelwithparam-
etersmb=4.60GeVandµ

2
π=0.45GeV

2,closetotheHFAG
worldaverage.Thedottedhistogramisforashape-function-
schememodelwithmb=4.40GeVandµ

2
π=0.52GeV

2.The
minimumvaluesofχ2are6.7,13.4and19.6,respectively.

Efficiencyfactorsandalsothetransformationfromone
definitionofphotonenergytoanotherdependuponthe
choiceofsignalmodel,i.e.,onthevaluesoftheHQET
parametersinthekineticorshapefunctionscheme.
HFAG[25]hasextractedworld-averagevaluesofthese
parametersbycombinedfitstomeasurementsofB→
XcℓνdecaysandpreviousB→Xsγmeasurements.For
thepresentinclusivebranchingfractionmeasurementthe
rangeofmodelsconsideredisbasedontheseHFAGcen-
tralvaluesanderrors.Ontheotherhand,forthespec-
trummeasurementsucharestrictionwouldprejudicethe
results;therangeofmodelsconsideredmustinsteadbe
drivenbythedata.Putanotherway,forthebranching
fractionmeasurementthe MCmodelplaysasubsidiary
role,usedonlytoestimatetheefficiencyandtransforma-
tionfactors,soitmakessensetousethebestavailable
informationtoconstrainthemodel,whileforthespec-
trumthemodelisitselftheobjectofthemeasurement.
Withtheseprocedures,themodel-dependenceuncertain-
tiesforbothmeasurementsaresmallcomparedtothe
combinedstatisticalandsystematicuncertainties.

InFig.12predictionsofthree modelsaresuperim-
posesonthemeasureddata.Thefirstresemblesthedata
formeasuredE∗γabove1.8GeV.Thesecond,whichhas
HQETparametersveryclosetotheHFAGworld-average
valuesinthekineticscheme,isaboutonestandarddevi-
ation(“1σ”)belowthedatainthefirstfewenergybins
above1.8GeV,whereBBbackgroundislarge.Thethird
issomewhat morethan1σabovethedatainthisre-
gion. Differencesbetweendataandaparticularmodel
maybedueeithertothemodelbeinganincorrectde-
scriptionortosystematicfluctuationsintheBBback-
groundcontribution.Thisrecognitionisakeyelementof
theapproachesusedtomeasureboththebranchingfrac-
tion(seebelow)andtheshapeofthetrueenergyspectra
(Sec.XIA).
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BranchingfractionresultsaredeterminedforE∗γ >
1.8GeV.Thebranchingfractioniscomputedbyapply-
ingEq.(9)toasinglewidebin,e.g.,1.8<E∗γ<2.8GeV,
usingtheaverageefficiencyǫsigcomputedforanHFAG-
basedmodel.If1/ǫsigfactorswereinsteadappliedin
100-MeVbins,thesmallervaluesofǫsigatlowenergies
(Fig.5)wouldamplifythelargersystematicuncertainties
ontheeventyieldinthisregionaswellasanydata-model
differences,ineffecttranslatingpossiblebackgroundfluc-
tuationsintoalargerbranchingfractionbias. Because
oftheenergy-dependentǫsig,statisticalprecisionalsoim-
proveswithfewerbins.Notealsothatthemodeldepen-
denceofthebranchingfractioncomputedusing100-MeV
binsiscomparabletothatforawidebin.Thus,overall,
thewide-binapproachisbothmoreaccurateandmore
precise.FulldetailsareinSec.X.
Incontrast,thespectralshapemustbedeterminedby
applyingEq.9ineach100-MeVbinofreconstructedE∗γ.
Thisisthefirststepofafour-stepunfoldingprocedure,
detailedinSec.XI,leadingtothetruephotonenergy
spectraintheCMandB-mesonrestframes.Eachmodel
showninFig.12isusedinallfoursteps,toobtainthe
measuredspectrumanditsmodeldependence. Energy
momentsandtheircorrelationsarecomputedfromthe
unfoldedspectra. Thisinformationisaneededinput
totheHFAGfittingprocedure,andmayfacilitateother
potentialcomparisonswiththeory.
Theeffectsofefficiencyandsmearingcancelintheex-
tractionofACP.Arawasymmetryisthusdirectlycom-
putedfromthemeasuredyieldsvs.E∗γ,usingthelepton

chargetotagBvs.B mesons.Systematiccorrections
anduncertaintiesariseonlyfrompossiblechargedepen-
denceoftheefficiencies(whichwouldbeabias),aswell
asfrommistagging(whichdilutestheasymmetry).The
fullACP analysisprocedureisdescribedinSec.IX.

IX. MEASUREMENTOF DIRECTCP
ASYMMETRY

ThedirectCPasymmetry,ACP (B→Xs+dγ)ismea-
suredbydividingthesignalsampleintoBandBdecays
accordingtothechargeoftheleptontagandcomputing

AmeasCP (B→Xs+dγ)=
N+−N−

N++N−
, (10)

whereN+(−)arethepositively(negatively)taggedsig-
nalyields. Figure13showstheseyieldsvs.E∗γ. The
asymmetrymustbecorrectedforthedilutionduetothe
mistagfractionω:

ACP(B→Xs+dγ)=
1

1−2ω
AmeasCP (B→Xs+dγ).(11)

AscanbeseeninFig.2(b)andTableIV,theBBback-
grounddecreasesathigherphotonenergies.Itwasdeter-
mined(priortolookingatthedata)thatrestrictingthe
ACP signalregionto2.1<E

∗
γ<2.8GeVoptimizesthe
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FIG.13: Thebackground-subtractedphotonspectrumof
Fig.11separatedintoyieldsforpositive(filledcircles)and
negative(opencircles)taggingleptoncharges.Errorsaresta-
tisticalonly.Thedashedverticallinesshowtherangeutilized
fortheACP measurement.

statisticalprecision,andalsothetotalprecisioninclud-
ingtheuncertaintyontheBBbackgroundasymmetry
describedbelow.OthersystematicuncertaintiesonACP
havenegligiblevariationwithE∗γ. ThetheoreticalSM
predictionofanear-zeroasymmetryisnotaffectedfora
minimum-energyrequirementof2.1GeV[9,58]. Allof
theotherselectionrequirements(Sec.IV)werefoundto
beoptimalalsofortheACP measurement.
ThetaggedsignalyieldsareN+ =2620±158(stat)
andN−=2389±151(stat),givinganasymmetryof

AmeasCP (B→Xs+dγ)=0.046±0.044. (12)

Tocorrectfordilutionwecomputethemistagfraction

ω=
χd
2
+ωcascade+ωmisID . (13)

ThelargestcontributionisfromB0−B0oscillation,with
mixingprobabilityχd=0.1863±0.0024[55];thefactor
of1/2accountsfortheB± mesons,whichdonotoscil-
late.Smallercontributionsareωcascade=0.0328±0.0035,
thefractionofeventswithwrong-signleptonsfromthe
B decaychain,andωmisID =0.0073±0.0037,the
mistagfractionduetomisidentificationofhadronsaslep-
tons(almostentirelyinmuonratherthanelectrontags).
Theirvaluesaretakenfromthe MCsimulationaverag-
ingoverelectronandmuontags. Anadditionaluncer-
taintyinωarisesbecauseour MCsimulationassumes
B(Υ(4S)→ B0B0)=0.50whichleadstothefactorof
1/2inthefirsttermofEq.(13). Themeasuredvalue
isB(Υ(4S)→ B0B0)=0.484±0.006[55]sowetake
asasystematicthedifferencebetweenthemeasuredand
assumedvalues,∆ω=0.016χd.Thisandtheerrorson
χd,ωcascadeandωmisID areaddedinquadraturetogive
ω=0.131±0.006.
TheuncertaintyintheBBbackgroundestimationde-
scribedinSec.VIcancelsinthenumeratorofEq.(10)
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TABLE VI: Contributions to ACP multiplicative systematic
correction and error.

Source ω ±�ω �ACP/ACP

B0B0 oscillation (0.1863 ± 0.0023)/2

Fake lepton ID 0.0073 ± 0.0037

Cascade decays of B's 0.0328 ± 0.0035

B0B0 : B+B− = 1 : 1 0.0000 ± 0.0030

Total ω 0.133 ± 0.0064 0.018

BB yield 0.022

Total uncertainty 0.029

TABLE VII: Ameas
CP additive systematic corrections and errors

Source Correction (10−2)

BB background −0.4± 0.6

Detection asymmetry 0.0± 1.1

Total −0.4± 1.3

but not in the denominator, leading to an uncertainty in
Ameas

CP of 0.022. This uncertainty is combined with the
uncertainty in ω to give a multiplicative systematic un-
certainty on ACP (B → Xs+dγ) of 0.029ACP . Table VI
summarizes all of the contributions to ω and to this un-
certainty.

The measured asymmetry could be biased if there were
(a) an asymmetry in the BB background not modeled
in the simulation or (b) a charge asymmetry in the lep-
ton tag e�ciency. To assess the potential bias due to
BB subtraction, we use the data in the control region
1.53 < E∗

γ < 1.8GeV. where the signal yield is much

smaller than BB background. After continuum subtrac-
tion, Ameas

CP (B control) = 0.006± 0.009(stat). Interpret-
ing this as a bias, it translates to a correction for the ACP

signal region of �Ameas
CP (B → Xs+dγ) = −0.004± 0.006.

The B → π0X background sample described in Sec. VI B
is used to con�rm that there is no E∗

γ dependence to this
correction in the signal region. Lepton charge tag asym-
metries have been measured in e+e− → e+e−γ, e+e− →
µµγ and B → K(∗)J/ψ(ℓ+ℓ−) events. No signi�cant
asymmetries are observed to a precision of 0.011, which
is assigned as a systematic error on Ameas

CP (B → Xs+dγ).
Table VII summarizes these additive systematic e�ects,
showing a combined error in quadrature of 0.013.

Since the SM prediction of ACP ≈ 0 depends upon
cancellation of B → Xsγ and B → Xdγ asymmetries, a
di�erence in their selection e�ciencies could also cause a
bias. We have used MC simulations with the same un-
derlying model (KN with mb = 4.65GeV/c2) to compare
selection e�ciencies following sq vs. dq hadronization.
For E∗

γ > 2.1GeV, the B → Xdγ e�ciency is larger by
a factor of 1.028 ± 0.014, so we conservatively assign a

4.2% uncertainty (MC central value plus one standard
deviation) in the yield of B → Xdγ events. Given the
SM-predicted yields and asymmetries [12], that would
change Ameas

CP by less than 0.0002, which is negligible.
Finally the Ameas

CP (B → Xs+dγ) is corrected for mistags
and bias to give

ACP =
(0.046± 0.044(stat))− (0.004± 0.013)

0.734(1± 0.029)

= 0.057± 0.060(stat)± 0.018(syst) ,

where the two systematic errors have been combined in
quadrature. The result is consistent with no asymmetry.

X. MEASUREMENT OF B(B ! Xs)

As discussed in Sec. VIII, B(B → Xs+dγ) is mea-
sured by applying Eq. (9) to a single wide bin in mea-
sured E∗

γ . Results are computed for three choices of en-
ergy range: 1.8 to 2.8GeV, 1.9 to 2.8GeV and 2.0 to
2.8GeV. Note that ǫsig here means the overall signal e�-
ciency, including both acceptance and event-selection, as
discussed in Sec. IVF. A small adjustment, by a fac-
tor α which is close to 1.0, converts each result to a
branching fraction in the same range of the true Eγ in
the B-meson rest frame. This corrects for the e�ects
of EMC resolution and Doppler smearing. Finally, the
factor 1/(1 + (|Vtd|/|Vts|)2) is applied to account for the
contribution of B → Xdγ events, yielding a branching
fraction for B → Xsγ only.
Section XA describes systematic corrections and un-

certainties a�ecting the e�ciency ǫsig in Eq. (9), and com-
putes the total fractional systematic uncertainty on the
branching fraction. The choice of the central values for
ǫsig and α depend upon the choice of the signal model
used in MC simulation. Section XB addresses this choice
and determines the model-dependence uncertainty of the
branching fraction. Section XC presents branching frac-
tion results �rst in terms of measured E∗

γ , then presents
the conversion to the branching fraction in the B-meson
rest frame, along with associated uncertainties.

A. Systematic Corrections and Uncertainties

Each of the factors in Eq. (9) can contribute to the
uncertainty in the branching fraction. The signal yield
has contributions from statistics (of the on-peak and o�-
peak data yields) and from the systematics of the BB
background subtraction. The number of produced Υ (4S)
events, NBB , has a systematic uncertainty of 1.1%. The

focus here is on the systematic uncertainty of the re-
maining factor, the signal e�ciency ǫsig. For each event-
selection criterion, an e�ciency is computed using MC
simulation. But the actual e�ciency in data may dif-
fer from that in the simulation. Systematic corrections
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are determined by comparing data to MC events for var-
ious control samples; the precision of each comparison
provides a systematic uncertainty. A summary of these
corrections and uncertainties is presented in Table VIII.

1. Systematics of the High-Energy Photon Selection

Two dedicated studies of high-energy photon detection
e�ciency have been done using µµγ ISR events. These
events are overconstrained, so the measured µ+ and µ−

tracks, along with known beam kinematics, can be used
in a one-constraint �t to predict the three-momentum of
the photon. Naively one would look for a detected pho-
ton \close" to this predicted photon, and the data/MC
correction would be the ratio of the probability of �nd-
ing such a photon in µµγ data events to the probabil-
ity of �nding one in µµγ MC events. However, this is
complicated by the e�ects of EMC resolution and by
the possibility that the likelihood of photon conversion
(in detector material) isn't accurately simulated. The
earlier and more recent of the µµγ studies took rather
di�erent approaches to these issues. The �rst applied
acceptance criteria (particularly a minimum energy) to
detected photons, and folded EMC resolution into the
predicted photon properties before making the same cuts.
That study also in e�ect measured the conversion frac-
tion, separately for data and MC samples. The second
study did not use acceptance cuts for the detected pho-
ton, instead loosely matching its parameters to those of
the predicted photon, and used an electron veto to sup-
press photon conversions. Results of the two studies are
in good agreement, with the data/MC e�ciency correc-
tions di�ering by 0.3% when weighted by the B → Xsγ
photon polar angle distribution. Systematic uncertain-
ties on these corrections are 0.65% and 0.55%. The two
correction factors are averaged, giving 0.9885, and an un-
certainty of 0.65% is assigned. The assigned correction
and uncertainty are independent of the photon energy
E∗

γ . Hence they a�ect the branching fraction, but not
the spectral shape or energy moments.
The µµγ samples from data and MC simulation are

also used to assess the photon energy scale and resolu-
tion, by comparing the distributions for data and MC
events of the ratio of detected to predicted photon en-
ergy. For the energy scale, the energy balance in the
decay B0 → K∗(892)(→ K+π−)γ is also used. After
small energy scale adjustments already included in event
reconstruction, both processes show no remaining bias
for either MC or data events, with a conservative uncer-
tainty of 0.3%. For photon energy resolution, inclusion of
an additional 1% energy smearing of MC photons brings
the µµγ ratio distribution into good agreement with that
for µµγ data. This is taken as a systematic uncertainty.
The energy scale and resolution e�ects translate into the
small uncertainties on the inclusive branching fraction
shown in Table VIII.
Lastly, the µµγ samples are used to assess shower

shape, in particular the e�ciency of the selection cut on
lateral moment. After a small adjustment of the simu-
lated lateral moment, there is good agreement between
MC and data e�ciencies of this selection, with the un-
certainty given in Table VIII.

The high-energy photon e�ciency is calibrated using
the low-multiplicity µµγ events, but could also be af-
fected by the hadronic-event environment in BB events
(including signal). The requirement that the high-energy
photon be isolated from any other EMC energy deposi-
tion by at least 25 cm is meant to reduce data-MC e�-
ciency di�erences. The systematic uncertainty of 2% is
estimated by embedding high-energy photon signatures
into hadronic events, separately for data and MC sam-
ples, and determining the fractions of events passing the
isolation requirement.

2. Systematics of the π0 and η Vetoes

The π0 and η vetoes can remove events not only if the
high-energy photon originates from an actual π0 or η,
but also if there is a random (\background") photon with
which the high-energy photon forms a γγ invariant mass
combination lying inside one of the veto windows. The
e�ciencies of the vetoes for simulated events can di�er
from those for data if the number of background photons
in simulation di�ers from data. O�-resonance-subtracted
data and BB MC events are compared for high-energy
photons in the control region below 1.8GeV, with all se-
lection criteria except the vetoes applied. Sidebands of
the γγ mass windows are used to estimate the numbers
of low-energy background photons that result in masses
inside the windows. It is found that there are more such
low-energy photons in the data than in the simulation (as
much as 8% more at the lowest energies, below 80MeV,
decreasing monotonically with photon energy to approx-
imately 2.5% above 250MeV).

Monte Carlo studies are used to correct for the e�ects
of these di�erences on event-selection e�ciency when the
vetoes are imposed: −0.4% for signal events, and −0.9%
for nonsignal generic BB events. Uncertainties are taken
to be half of the corrections. Di�erences between π0 and
η line shapes in data and simulated events could also
potentially a�ect the BB e�ciencies, but such di�erences
proved to be negligible.

3. Systematics of the Lepton Tag E�ciency

There are two contributions to signal e�ciency sys-
tematics from the lepton tagging. The �rst is the un-
certainty in the semileptonic branching fraction (for the
nonsignal B in the event), averaged over the lepton ac-
ceptance for the current analysis. This is addressed in
Sec. VIG, and results in a systematic correction and un-
certainty of 1.047± 0.013.
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The second contribution arises from possible di�er-
ences between data and MC samples in the lepton iden-
ti�cation e�ciencies. These identi�cation e�ciencies in
the simulation are calibrated as a function of lepton mo-
mentum to those in data using control samples of low-
multiplicity (Bhabha and µµγ) events. To measure the
additional e�ect of the high-multiplicity environment in
signal events, �tted J/ψ yields are compared in data and
MC samples of reconstructed B → J/ψ (J/ψ → ℓ+ℓ−)
events, both with and without particle identi�cation re-
quirements applied to the leptons. This is done sepa-
rately for e+e− and µ+µ− decays. The resulting system-
atic correction factor for a single lepton, averaged over
the mix of electron and muon tags in the current analy-
sis, is 0.989± 0.004. This result is also included for the
BB background systematics in Sec. VIH.

4. Other Uncertainties in Event-selection E�ciency

A systematic uncertainty is assigned to the MC com-
putation of the e�ciency of the neural-network selection
criteria. The control samples used to compare data and
MC e�ciencies are inclusive π0 samples, created by ap-
plying the standard event selection criteria to data and
to BB background events, but with the π0 veto inverted,
i.e., an event is accepted if it has a γγ mass combination
inside the veto window. The γγ mass spectra con�rm
that most of these events are due to actual π0 produc-
tion. O�-resonance-subtracted data are compared to the
simulated BB sample. The e�ciencies of the neural-
network criteria for signal MC and BB background MC
events show similar increases with E∗

γ . To validate use

of the π0 control sample, neural-network output distri-
butions for signal and control samples were compared in
a narrow range of 1.8 < E∗

γ < 2.0GeV and found to be
quite similar. Data-MC e�ciency comparisons for the
control samples are made separately for the electron and
muon neural networks, and di�erences are weighted by
the fractions of electron and muon tags in the standard
event selection. This average di�erence of 1.2% is taken
as a systematic uncertainty.

Lastly, the signal e�ciency has some small variation
with the speci�c �nal hadronic Xs state. The overall ef-
�ciency is thus sensitive to whether the JETSET model
implemented in the simulation properly describes the
hadronization process. Measured data-MC di�erences
from the BABAR sum-of-exclusives B → Xsγ analysis [41]
are used to reweight the hadronic multiplicity distribu-
tion of the simulated Xs �nal state, and, separately, the

fraction of �nal states which contain at least one π0. Each
e�ciency change is taken as a systematic uncertainty.
Combining the two e�ects in quadrature, the total sys-
tematic uncertainty due to modeling of the hadronization
process is 1.1%.

TABLE VIII: Systematic correction factors and uncertainties
on the signal e�ciency in B → Xsγ branching fraction mea-
surements. Corrections are relative to the signal Monte Carlo
simulation. \HEγ" stands for the high-energy photon.

E�ect Value

HEγ detection e�ciency 0.9885 ± 0.0065

HEγ energy scale 1.0 ± 0.0025

HEγ resolution 1.0 ± 0.001

HEγ lateral moment requirement 1.0 ± 0.003

HEγ isolation requirement 1.0 ± 0.020

π0 and η vetoes 0.996 ± 0.002

Lepton PID 0.989 ± 0.004

B semileptonic BF 1.047 ± 0.013

Neural network 1.0 ± 0.012

Hadronization model 1.0 ± 0.011

Combined 1.019 ± 0.030

TABLE IX: Summary of relative systematic uncertainties on
the signal branching fraction. In addition to the contributions
from the three factors in Eq. (9) (the systematic uncertainty
on signal yield is due to that on BB background), there is
a cross-term arising from correlations between background-
yield and signal-e�ciency uncertainties.

E∗
 Range (GeV) 1.8 to 2.8 1.9 to 2.8 2.0 to 2.8

Signal e�ciency 0.031 0.031 0.031

BB background 0.078 0.051 0.032

Cross-terms 0.029 0.024 0.019

Count of Υ (4S) events 0.011 0.011 0.011

Total (quadrature sum) 0.090 0.065 0.050

5. Overall E�ciency Systematics

Table VIII summarizes the e�ciency corrections and
their estimated uncertainties. Nearly all of these e�ects
are independent of photon energy E∗

γ , so the tabulated
values apply both to wide bins and 100-MeV bins. The
only exceptions are the small energy-scale and resolution
uncertainties, which are folded into the yield spectrum
(Fig. 11); the Table presents the values for a bin from
1.8 to 2.8GeV. The correction factors are included in all
values of e�ciency quoted subsequently in this paper.

6. Combining Yield and E�ciency Uncertainties

Table IX summarizes all systematic uncertainties for
the branching fraction measurement.
The fractional branching fraction uncertainty due to

BB background is energy-dependent primarily because
the ratio B/S of background yield to signal yield de-
creases sharply with increasing E∗

γ .
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Similar contributions to e�ciency a�ect the MC com-
putations of both the BB background yield B and the
signal e�ciency ǫsig, so some systematic uncertainties are
common to both and hence are treated as correlated in
evaluating Eq. (9). Because of the direct calibration of π0

and η contributions to the BB background yield against
data, some correlated e�ects are reduced to an insignif-
icant level. We consider these remaining correlated ef-
fects:

• the systematic uncertainty due to high-energy pho-
ton e�ciency, which enters the BB yield predomi-
nantly via the low-energy photon e�ciency correc-
tion to the π0 and η components;

• the π0(η) veto e�ciency, which a�ects all back-
ground components;

• the semileptonic branching fraction, which for BB
backgrounds a�ects lepton tags for non-π0/η com-
ponents, and also those events in which an electron
fakes the high-energy photon signature.

These correlated e�ects result in a cross-term between the
uncertainties in ǫsig and B of 0.0178

p

B/S for the energy

ranges considered in Table IX. Like the BB yield con-
tribution itself, this decreases with increasing E∗

γ . For
the 100-MeV bins used in the spectrum measurements
(Sec. XI), an additional energy dependence is allowed
for in the semileptonic branching fraction cross-term. It
arises because the variation of the uncertainty with lep-
ton energy given in Fig. 10 directly applies to the elec-
tron backgrounds. For each of the three cross-term con-
tributions, the uncertainty is treated as fully correlated
between energy bins, and the three corresponding error
matrices are then summed.
The total systematic uncertainty on the branching

fraction, also given in Table IX, is the sum in quadrature
of the contributions from yield, e�ciency, cross-terms
and NBB .

B. Model-dependence Uncertainties of the Signal
E�ciency

The signal e�ciency ǫsig is estimated with MC simu-
lated spectra. The central value depends on the B →
Xsγ model chosen, and thus has an associated model-
dependent uncertainty. HFAG [25] has provided world
average values of the HQET parameters mb and µ2

π (and
others) in the kinetic scheme, obtained from a combined
�ts to measurements of B → Xcℓν moments and previ-
ous measurements of B → Xsγ moments. (The small
samples of earlier BABAR B → Xsγ data used by HFAG
do not lead to signi�cant correlations between the �t re-
sults and the data presented here.) The central values
of the e�ciency in each of three energy ranges for the
current analysis are determined by computing e�cien-
cies for several kinetic-scheme models with mb and µ2

π

TABLE X: Signal e�ciency central values and model-
dependence errors, for various ranges of measured E∗

 .

E∗
 Range (GeV) ǫsig(%)

1.8 to 2.8 2.573 ± 0.051

1.9 to 2.8 2.603 ± 0.038

2.0 to 2.8 2.641 ± 0.029

close to the values found in the global HFAG �t, and
interpolating to the HFAG values. For an energy range
1.8 < E∗

γ < 2.8GeV, the corresponding signal e�ciency
is 0.02573.
Three considerations enter the estimate of model de-

pendence. First, the error ellipse associated with the
HFAG �t is used to estimate an e�ciency uncertainty.
Second, the central values for mb and µ2

π from the HFAG
�t to B → Xcℓν moments only, and from a similar �t [59]
using B → Xsγ moments only but constraining other
HQET parameters based on the combined �t, are con-
sidered. The largest e�ciency deviation is that from the
B → Xsγ-only �t, so that is assigned as the kinetic-
scheme uncertainty. Third, a procedure which translates
HQET parameters from the kinetic scheme to the shape
function scheme is applied to the combined-�t results to
provided mb and µ2

π values [25, 60] for an e�ciency es-
timate in the shape function scheme. The di�erence be-
tween that estimate and the central value in the kinetic
scheme is added to the kinetic-scheme uncertainty (lin-
early because both e�ects are systematic shifts rather
than random variations), and taken as a symmetric un-
certainty. Lastly, this is combined in quadrature with an
uncertainty due to the choice of scale factor in the scheme
translation. For the range 1.8 to 2.8GeV, the three e�ects
together yield �ǫsig = (0.00025 + 0.00019)⊕ 0.00024 =
0.00051.
Another possible source of model-dependence is the

choice of themXs
cuto� used to de�ne theK∗(892) region

(Sec. II). But changing that cuto� from 1.1GeV/c2 to
1.0 or 1.2GeV/c2 results in an e�ciency change small
compared to the other e�ects computed here.
The signal e�ciency, and associated model errors, for

three photon energy ranges is given in Table X.

C. Branching Fraction Results

Table XI shows the branching fractions B(B → Xs+dγ)
for three ranges of measured E∗

γ , from applying Eq. (9)
with the e�ciencies obtained in Sec. XB.
In order to compare directly to theoretical predictions,

the measurement for each energy range in the CM frame
is converted to a branching fraction in the corresponding
range of true energy in the B frame. The factor α needed
to accomplish this is determined from MC simulation us-
ing the same methods for choosing a central value (based
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TABLE XI: Branching fractions in several photon energy ranges of both measured E∗
 (CM frame) and true E (B rest frame),

along with the adjustment factor α between them. Uncertainties on branching fractions are statistical, systematic and model-
dependence, respectively. The error on the adjustment factor α is a model-dependence uncertainty, treated as fully correlated
with that on the initial B.

B(B → Xs+dγ) (10
−4) Factor α B(B → Xs+dγ) (10

−4) B(B → Xsγ) (10
−4)

Energy Range in Measured E∗
 Range to True E in True E Range in True E Range

1.8 to 2.8GeV 3.271 ± 0.154 ± 0.294 ± 0.065 1.0233 ± 0.0042 3.347 ± 0.158 ± 0.301 ± 0.080 3.207 ± 0.151 ± 0.288 ± 0.077

1.9 to 2.8GeV 3.019 ± 0.136 ± 0.196 ± 0.044 1.0356 ± 0.0045 3.126 ± 0.141 ± 0.203 ± 0.059 2.995 ± 0.135 ± 0.194 ± 0.057

2.0 to 2.8GeV 2.745 ± 0.120 ± 0.137 ± 0.030 1.0657 ± 0.0045 2.925 ± 0.128 ± 0.146 ± 0.045 2.802 ± 0.122 ± 0.140 ± 0.043

TABLE XII: The correlation matrix for the measured branching fractions in three energy ranges, including all statistical and
systematic but not model-dependence uncertainties.

E Range 1.8 to 2.8GeV 1.9 to 2.8GeV 2.0 to 2.8GeV

1.8 to 2.8GeV 1.00 0.94 0.84

1.9 to 2.8GeV 1.00 0.92

2.0 to 2.8GeV 1.00

on the HFAG world-average HQET parameters in the
kinetic scheme) and for estimating model dependence as
are used for ǫsig (Sec. XB). Values of α and the resulting
values of B(B → Xs+dγ) are also presented in Table XI.
The model-dependence uncertainties on α and 1/ǫsig are
positively correlated: models with a larger fraction of the
spectrum at low energy have larger average 1/ǫsig and
usually larger α. Hence the fractional model-dependence
errors on ǫsig and α are linearly added. Should the HFAG
values for the kinetic-scheme parameters change in the fu-
ture, the Appendix provides a prescription for adjusting
both ǫsig and α, and hence the central branching fraction
values, for such a change.
Finally, the contribution of B(B → Xdγ) is ac-

counted for by multiplying B(B → Xs+dγ) by 1/(1 +
(|Vtd|/|Vts|)2) = 0.958± 0.003. This leads to the results,
also presented in Table XI, for B(B → Xsγ) in true-Eγ

ranges, with the small additional uncertainty from this
factor included in the systematic error.
Because the events in the three energy ranges are

mostly in common, even the statistical uncertainties on
the three branching fractions are highly correlated. The
overall correlation matrix for all statistical and system-
atic e�ects (including yield-e�ciency cross-terms, but ex-
cluding model dependence) are given in Table XII.

XI. UNFOLDED SPECTRUM

The theoretical predictions of the photon energy spec-
trum are made in the B-meson rest frame in terms of the
true photon energy EB

γ . However the measured spec-
trum in Fig. 11 is measured in the Υ (4S) frame in terms
of the reconstructed E∗

γ after the event selection require-

ments. To convert the measured spectrum to one that
can be directly compared to predictions requires correct-
ing for selection e�ciency and detector acceptance, and
unfolding two resolution e�ects. These are detector res-
olution and Doppler smearing of the photon energy. The
transformation of the measured E∗

γ spectrum to an EB
γ

spectrum thus requires four steps:

1. Correcting for the event selection e�ciency.

2. Unfolding the e�ects of detector resolution.

3. Correcting for the detector acceptance.

4. Unfolding the Doppler smearing.

Each of these steps requires the use of the MC sim-
ulation to either estimate the e�ciency and acceptance
or model the resolution and smearing. The e�ects of
calorimeter resolution and Doppler smearing on the pho-
ton spectrum are unfolded using a simpli�ed version of an
iterative method [61]. This simpli�ed method has been
used previously by the BABAR collaboration in a mea-
surement of the e+e− → π+π−(γ) cross section [62]. An
introduction to this method is followed by a description
of the implementation used here and then the results and
systematic uncertainties. The notation used for the pho-
ton energy is:

• E∗
γ is the energy measured in the Υ (4S) rest frame

after event selection.

• E∗ true
γ is the true photon energy in the Υ (4S) rest

frame. Its spectrum is obtained after steps 1-3
above.
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• EB
γ is the true photon energy in the B-meson rest

frame. Its spectrum is obtained after steps 1-4
above.

A. Overview of the Unfolding Technique

The e�ects of detector resolution and Doppler smear-
ing each require a separate unfolding but the procedure
for each is identical. In this overview the unfolding of
the detector resolution is described. The unfolding of the
Doppler smearing uses the same procedure. First some
general considerations for the unfolding are given before
describing the features of implementation used.
The spectrum is measured in twelve 100-MeV bins be-

tween 1.6 and 2.8GeV and one 70-MeV bin between 1.53
and 1.6GeV. The detector resolution can cause a migra-
tion between bins which is described by a transfer matrix
A, whose elements Aij are the number of events gener-
ated in bin j that are reconstructed in bin i. Identical
binning is used for the generated and smeared spectra
so that Aij is a square matrix. The transfer matrix is
derived from MC simulation using an assumed model for
the spectrum. It is then used to construct a folding ma-
trix Pij and an unfolding matrix ~Pij

Pij =
Aij

PN

k=1 Akj

~Pij =
Aij

PN
k=1 Aik

,

where Pij is the probability for an event generated in

the bin j to be reconstructed in the bin i and ~Pij is the
probability of the reconstructed event in the bin i coming
from the generated bin j. N is the number of bins. In
principle the unfolding matrix can now be directly ap-
plied to the reconstructed spectrum to unfold the resolu-
tion e�ects. There are, however, two signi�cant problems
with this approach. The �rst is that it assumes the sim-
ulated model perfectly describes the data. The second
is that any signi�cant statistical uctuations in the re-
constructed spectrum can be unfolded into several bins,
causing unstable and unreliable results.
The technique adopted mitigates these problems. It

begins by simulating an approximate model of the spec-
trum that is normalized to data in the range 1.8 < E∗

γ <
2.8GeV. This model is referred to as the initial model.
The di�erence between this model and the data is then di-
vided into two parts. The �rst part is attributed to a gen-
uine di�erence between the model and the true data spec-
trum and is used to modify the transfer matrix, equiv-
alent to changing the initial model. The second is at-
tributed to statistical and systematic uctuations and is
not unfolded using the unfolding matrix, but rather used
to correct the model spectrum so that signi�cant uc-
tuations in the reconstructed spectrum are propagated
to the unfolded true data spectrum. The division of the
di�erence into these two parts is accomplished using a

bin-dependent regularization function f with a tunable
parameter λ. The value of f varies from 0 to 1 according
to the value of λ so that a fraction f comprises the true
model-to-data di�erence and a fraction 1−f the statisti-
cal and systematic uctuation. A priori the value of λ is
unknown, but can be estimated using an MC technique
described in Sec. XIB.
The technique has been tested extensively in simulated

data and found to give reliable and stable results.

B. Implementation of the Unfolding

This nominal initial model is found by comparing the
data to a set of models in the kinetic, shape function,
and KN schemes using di�erent values of HQET param-
eters. Each model is passed through the full simulation
and event selection. Figure 12 shows the comparison of
the data to a range of models that describe the data at
the one-σ level. The closest match is chosen by construct-
ing a χ2 function formed from the bin-by-bin di�erences
of the data and the generated spectrum using 100-Mev
bins in the signal range 1.8 < E∗

γ < 2.8GeV and the full
covariance matrix. It is found that a model in the shape
function scheme with (mb = 4.51GeV, µ2

π = 0.46GeV2)
best describes the data. The other models shown in
Fig. 12 are used to optimize the λ parameters for the
two unfolding steps and to estimate model-dependence
systematic uncertainties.
The unfolding method begins by correcting the mea-

sured data spectrum for selection e�ciency in each bin. It
is then compared with the reconstructed simulated spec-
trum of the initial model by computing the di�erence

�di = di − Cri .

Here di is the number of e�ciency-corrected recon-
structed data events in the ith bin, ri is the number of
e�ciency-corrected reconstructed simulated events and
C normalizes the initial model spectrum to the data in
the signal range 1.8 < E∗

γ < 2.8GeV. A fraction f of �di
comes from a true di�erence between the model and the
data spectrum, while the remaining fraction 1− f is due
to a uctuation in either the signal or in the background
subtraction. The function f is a regularization function
with a tunable parameter λ:

f(�di, σi, λ) = 1− e
−(

�di

��i
)2

,

where σi is the error in di. There are several choices of
regularization functions suggested in reference [61]. Each
function has the property that it varies monotonically
between 0 and 1 as the combination �di/(λσi) changes
from 0 to ∞. The procedure is found to be insensitive
to the particular choice, so the simplest is chosen. The
value of the regularization parameter λ thus determines
the fraction f of the di�erence that is unfolded in each
bin.
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An ensemble of 40,000 simulated model spectra is used
both to optimize λ and to derive the error matrix for the
unfolded spectrum. These spectra have been generated
using an error matrix that is constructed from the errors
in Table IV, the bin-to-bin correlations in Table V and
the correlations between the background subtraction and
the e�ciency systematics described in Sec. XA6. Each
spectrum is unfolded with a range of values of λ and
then corrected for acceptance. The error matrix of the
unfolded spectra, O, is computed from the ensemble us-
ing the output distributions of energy in each bin and the
correlations between these distributions. This is then re-
peated using di�erent models to construct the unfolding
matrix. A χ2 function is formed using a vector of the
unfolded yields, the inverse of the error matrix O−1 and
a vector of the true value of the original generated MC
spectra ~t:

χ2 = (~u− C~t)TO−1(~u − C~t) .

Only bins in the signal region 1.8 < E∗
γ < 2.8GeV are

used for the optimization. The χ2 function is then used
to �nd the value of λ that most closely reproduces ~t for
all models. The optimal value of λ is then used to unfold
the data. The detector resolution unfolding is performed
using λ = 0.5.
The unfolding matrix used to unfold the data ~P ′

ij is
constructed from a modi�ed transfer matrix A′

ij . It is
modi�ed by adding the folded di�erence between the ini-
tial model and the data:

A′
ij = CAij +�d1j · Pij

~P ′
ij =

A′
ij

PN

k=1 A
′
ik

.

The unfolded data spectrum uj is then obtained from

uj = Ctj +

N
X

i=1

{f(�di, σdi
, λ) ·�di · ~P ′

ij

+[1− f(�di, σdi
, λ)] ·�di · δij} .

It is expressed in terms of a correction to the true value
of the initial model (Ctj). The second term is that part
of the di�erence between the initial model and the data
that is to be unfolded using the unfolding matrix ~P ′

ij .
The third term is the part of the di�erence attributed to
statistical or systematic uctuation that is not unfolded.
This procedure was iterated, but its output was found
to have converged after just one application, so that �rst
iteration provides the results presented below. The pro-
cedure for unfolding the Doppler smearing is identical
except that the optimal value of λ = 1.0.

C. Results of the Unfolding

The measured spectrum shown Fig. 11 and the cor-
responding yields and uncertainties in Table IV are the

starting point for the unfolding. First the spectrum is
corrected for the selection e�ciency, taking into account
the additional correlated errors between the e�ciency
and the background estimation described in Sec. XA 6.
Then the resolution smearing is unfolded and the resul-
tant spectrum corrected for detector acceptance to give
a spectrum in bins of E∗ true

γ , presented in Table XIII.
The estimation of the statistical, systematic and model-
dependence uncertainties is described in Sec. XID. To
provide complete yield uncertainties, the 3.1% energy-
independent uncertainty on e�ciency (see Table IX) is
included in the systematic uncertainty. The spectrum is
shown in Fig. 14.
The Doppler smearing is then unfolded starting from

Fig. 14 and Table XIII. The resulting yields in bins of
EB

γ are converted to partial branching fractions by di-
viding by the number of B mesons in the on-resonance
data sample, 2NBB . These branching fractions are pre-

sented in Table XIV. An additional 1.1% has been in-
cluded in the systematic error to account for the uncer-
tainty in NBB . Figure 15 shows this photon spectrum in

the B rest frame. The spectrum is compared to that for
a kinetic-scheme model with parameters mb = 4.60GeV
and µ2

π = 0.45GeV2, close to HFAG world averages.
(The K∗(892) has not been substituted for the highest-
energy part of the spectrum, because the unfolded data
cannot resolve such a peak.)
The correlation matrices corresponding to Table XIII

and XIV are given in Tables XV and XVI, respectively.
These matrices have a complex structure because many
e�ects contribute. At low energies (the upper left quad-
rant) they are dominated by the highly-correlated uncer-
tainties in the BB backgrounds. At higher energies, the
uncorrelated statistical uncertainty is relatively more im-

TABLE XIII: The unfolded E∗ true
 spectrum and its uncer-

tainties in numbers of produced events. The total error is the
sum in quadrature of the statistical, systematic and model-
dependence errors

E∗ true
 (GeV) Yield

Error (events)

Stat. Syst. Model Total

1.53 to 1.60 24620 15193 24749 657 29115

1.60 to 1.70 51556 12190 21593 365 25140

1.70 to 1.80 4244 10631 15598 42 18427

1.80 to 1.90 22346 8999 11278 208 14217

1.90 to 2.00 22506 7252 7565 94 10626

2.00 to 2.10 22177 5705 4708 1512 7461

2.10 to 2.20 27518 4773 2865 939 5406

2.20 to 2.30 42298 4140 2037 1073 4673

2.30 to 2.40 39193 4010 1542 1256 4384

2.40 to 2.50 43214 3755 1671 1140 4164

2.50 to 2.60 29488 3560 1065 611 3789

2.60 to 2.70 20025 2784 723 75 2857

2.70 to 2.80 610 2446 179 141 2467
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FIG.14: Thephotonspectrumafterunfoldingtheeffects
ofcalorimeterresolutionandcorrectingfortheselectioneffi-
ciencyanddetectoracceptance.Theinnererrorisstatistical
only,theouterincludesstatistical,systematicand model-
dependenceerrorsaddedinquadrature. Theverticalline
showstheboundarybetweenthelowercontrolregionandthe
signalregion.

TABLEXIV:PartialbranchingfractioninbinsofEBγ ob-
tainedfromtheunfoldedspectrum. Thesevaluesdescribe
theshapeofthespectrumintheBrestframeandprovidea
crosscheck(seeSec. XI.E)oftheintegratedbranchingfrac-
tions,butarenotintendedasprimarybranchingfractionre-
sults.(TheintegratedbranchingfractionsreportedinTa-
bleXIare morepreciseandlesssusceptibletobias,asex-
plainedinSec.VIII.)Thetotalerroristhesuminquadrature
ofthestatistical,systematicand model-dependenceerrors.
Themodelerrorisrelativelylargeinthebinsabove2.4GeV,
butanticorrelatedbetweenneighboringbins,asdiscussedin
Sec.XID.Hencecombined200-MeVbinsforthisregionare
shownatthebottomofthistableandinFig.15.

EBγ (GeV)
∆B(B→ Xs+dγ) Error

(10−5) Stat Syst Model Total

1.53to1.60 2.53 1.59 2.52 0.33 2.97

1.60to1.70 7.76 1.95 3.90 0.31 4.44

1.70to1.80 0.25 1.53 2.07 0.06 2.48

1.80to1.90 2.81 1.30 1.45 0.03 1.87

1.90to2.00 3.16 1.05 1.03 0.10 1.45

2.00to2.10 2.67 0.83 0.65 0.28 1.06

2.10to2.20 3.56 0.70 0.38 0.16 0.76

2.20to2.30 5.44 0.60 0.28 0.26 0.69

2.30to2.40 5.37 0.58 0.23 0.16 0.62

2.40to2.50 5.80 0.53 0.24 0.99 1.13

2.50to2.60 6.46 0.59 0.26 0.80 1.02

2.60to2.70 0.00 0.11 0.01 0.12 0.16

2.70to2.80 -0.12 0.21 0.01 0.10 0.23

2.40to2.60 12.25 0.79 0.47 0.19 0.92

2.60to2.80 -0.12 0.24 0.01 0.22 0.32
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FIG.15:Thephotonspectrumafterunfoldingresolutionand
Dopplersmearing,shownasapartialbranchingfraction(∆B,
seeTableXIVcaption).Theinnererrorisstatisticalonly,the
outerincludesstatistical,systematicandmodel-dependence
errorsaddedinquadrature.SectionXIDexplainswhyresults
above2.4GeVareshowninwiderbins. Theverticalline
showstheboundarybetweenthelowercontrolregionandthe
signalregion. Thecurveshowsthespectruminakinetic-
schememodel(seetext),normalizedtothedatafrom1.8to
2.8GeV.

portant,alongwiththesmallerbutfully-correlatedsys-
tematicuncertaintyonefficiency.Thecontributionsfrom
theunfoldingitselfandfrommodeldependencecanbe
negative.Henceinthelower-rightquadrant,whereother
correlationsareweak,thenetresultcanbeclosetozero
ornegative.

ThenumbersinTablesXIVandXVIcanbeusedtofit
themeasuredspectralshapetoanytheoreticalprediction
intheB-mesonrestframe.

D. Statistical,Systematicand Model-Dependence
Uncertaintiesinthe Unfolding

Thedominantuncertaintyinthebinsoftheunfolded
spectrumisduetotheBB subtractiondescribedin
Sec.VII.Thestatisticalandsystematicerrorsonthe
efficiency-correctedyieldsarepropagatedusingtheen-
semble MCtechniquedescribedpreviously. Anum-
berofpossibleuncertaintiesintheunfoldingprocedure
wereconsidered. Theseincludedchangingtheregular-
izationparameterλtozerowhichchangesfto1.0in
allbins,changingthenormalizationfactorC accord-
ingtothe10%uncertaintyinthe measuredvalueof
B(B→ Xsγ),varyingtheenergyscaleby±0.3%,and
smearingthecalorimeterresolutioninthe MCsimula-
tionbyanadditional1%,asdeterminedbydatacom-
parisonsinSec.XA1. Theonlysignificanteffectsare
foundtobeinthephotonenergyscaleshift.TableXVII
showsthebin-by-binchangeintheeventyieldsduetothe
photonenergyshift.Foreachbin,theabsolutevalueof
thelargestdifference(+or−)istakenasthesystematic
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TABLE XV: The correlation matrix for the errors on signal yields shown in Table XIII, in bins of E∗ true
 . Statistical, systematic,

and model errors are included. Columns are labeled by the value of E∗ true
 at the lower edge of the bin.

E∗
 (GeV) 1.53 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7

1.53 to 1.6 1.00 0.65 0.63 0.60 0.55 0.44 0.29 0.16 0.11 0.13 0.07 0.03 0.04

1.6 to 1.7 1.00 0.63 0.59 0.55 0.46 0.31 0.20 0.09 0.15 0.06 0.09 0.05

1.7 to 1.8 1.00 0.57 0.52 0.41 0.29 0.16 0.10 0.12 0.04 0.04 0.03

1.8 to 1.9 1.00 0.50 0.39 0.26 0.15 0.09 0.17 0.05 0.09 0.01

1.9 to 2.0 1.00 0.38 0.25 0.14 0.09 0.12 0.05 0.01 0.05

2.0 to 2.1 1.00 0.25 0.18 0.02 0.04 0.03 0.03 -0.02

2.1 to 2.2 1.00 0.16 0.00 0.07 0.06 0.03 0.01

2.2 to 2.3 1.00 0.00 0.03 0.06 0.08 -0.02

2.3 to 2.4 1.00 0.17 0.07 0.04 0.05

2.4 to 2.5 1.00 0.11 0.05 0.05

2.5 to 2.6 1.00 0.02 -0.06

2.6 to 2.7 1.00 0.02

2.7 to 2.8 1.00

TABLE XVI: The correlation matrix for the errors on partial branching fractions shown in Table XIV, in bins of EB
 . Statistical,

systematic, and model errors are included. Columns are labeled by the value of EB
 at the lower edge of the bin.

EB
 (GeV) 1.53 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.6

1.53 to 1.6 1.00 0.51 0.53 0.53 0.50 0.36 0.20 0.05 0.07 0.13 0.18

1.6 to 1.7 1.00 0.61 0.57 0.55 0.48 0.28 0.15 0.01 0.12 0.08

1.7 to 1.8 1.00 0.54 0.48 0.41 0.24 0.11 0.03 0.07 0.10

1.8 to 1.9 1.00 0.48 0.35 0.21 0.08 0.01 0.15 0.11

1.9 to 2.0 1.00 0.37 0.15 0.05 0.05 0.11 0.16

2.0 to 2.1 1.00 0.27 0.12 -0.07 0.04 -0.12

2.1 to 2.2 1.00 0.19 -0.14 0.07 -0.09

2.2 to 2.3 1.00 0.00 -0.03 -0.23

2.3 to 2.4 1.00 0.11 0.20

2.4 to 2.6 1.00 0.16

2.6 to 2.8 1.00

uncertainty, and 100% bin-to-bin correlation is assumed.
This error is combined in quadrature with the systematic
error propagated from the measured E∗

γ spectrum and is
included in Tables XIII and XIV.

To assess the model dependence, the unfolding is per-
formed with a range of models. In each case the same
model is used for the entire procedure including e�-
ciency and acceptance corrections, and unfolding the de-
tector resolution and Doppler smearing. Figure 12 shows
two models that could plausibly describe the data at
the one-sigma level. These are a shape function model
with (mb = 4.40GeV, µ2

π = 0.52GeV2) and a kinetic-
scheme model (mb = 4.60GeV, µ2

π = 0.45GeV2, µ2
G =

0.27GeV2). To set the model-dependence error we un-
fold the nominal simulated model (shape function: mb =
4.51GeV, µ2

π = 0.46GeV2) with one of these two models.
The larger bin-by-bin di�erence is taken as the model er-
ror in the unfolded spectrum with 100% correlation be-

tween each bin. The model-dependence error is generally
much smaller than the systematic error except for the
unfolding of the Doppler smearing close to the kinematic
limit (EB

γ ≈ mB/2). The steeply falling spectrum at this
limit leads to a much greater sensitivity to the model,
which results in a large error that is anti-correlated be-
tween the 2.4-2.5GeV and 2.5-2.6GeV bins. To avoid
this edge e�ect the two bins are summed. This is also
done for the 2.6-2.8GeV range.

E. Crosscheck of Branching Fraction

The numbers in Table XIV are used to obtain inte-
grated branching fractions B(B → Xsγ) for purposes
of comparison with the reported results from Sec. XC.
The �B(B → Xs+dγ) values are summed over EB

γ inter-
vals, with the errors combined including correlations (Ta-
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TABLE XVII: The change in the number of events in each
bin of the unfolded photon spectrum after shifting the photon
energy scale by ±0.3%. The absolute value of the largest
di�erence (+ or −) is shown after resolution unfolding (E∗ true



bins) and both resolution and Doppler smearing unfolding
(EB

 bins). In both cases e�ciency and acceptance corrections
have been applied. These changes are included in the �nal
systematic errors in Tables XIII and XIV assuming 100%
correlation between the bins.

Energy Range (GeV)
Change (events)

E∗ true
 Bins EB

 Bins

1.53 to 1.60 222.1 220.2

1.60 to 1.70 190.6 191.0

1.70 to 1.80 261.1 261.6

1.80 to 1.90 354.4 354.8

1.90 to 2.00 493.2 492.0

2.00 to 2.10 622.9 622.2

2.10 to 2.20 640.3 658.5

2.20 to 2.30 428.4 461.1

2.30 to 2.40 528.7 598.9

2.40 to 2.50 1184.2 1292.5

2.50 to 2.60 1080.6 967.6

2.60 to 2.70 490.8 475.7

ble XVI). Lastly, a factor of 0.958 is applied to account
for the B → Xdγ contribution. As explained in Sec. VIII,
the unfolded yields are based on a di�erent choice of
model than that used to extract the B(B → Xsγ) re-
sults for this analysis, and hence are not intended to be
used for such results. This procedure has been carried
out for one energy range, 1.8 < EB

γ < 2.8GeV.

There are two contributions to the uncertainty beyond
those implied by Tables XIV and XVI. First, there is
the small (1.1%) uncertainty on NBB . Second, because

the range of models used to estimate model-dependence
uncertainty is data-driven, that uncertainty is positively
correlated with the systematic uncertainty on the signal
yield. This gives a B(B → Xsγ) for 1.8 < EB

γ < 2.8GeV

of (3.36±0.19±0.34±0.08)×10−4 = (3.36±0.43)×10−4,
where the �rst set of errors are statistical, systematic and
model, and their combination in the second form takes
the model-systematic correlation into account.

This value may be compared to the reported branch-
ing fraction of (3.20 ± 0.15 ± 0.29 ± 0.08) × 10−4 =
(3.20± 0.33)× 10−4 from Table XI; the three uncertain-
ties (independent in that case) are added in quadrature.
The di�erence in the central values is due to the di�er-
ent choice of the central model; if a data-like model had
been used in Sec. X, the extracted branching fraction
would have been 3.36 × 10−4, the same value obtained
with unfolding.

The smaller statistical and systematic uncertainties on
the branching fraction from Table XI are in large part a
consequence of applying the e�ciency correction to a sin-

gle wide bin of photon energy. As discussed in Sec. VIII,
this de-emphasizes the importance of the uncertainties in
the lowest-energy region, where signal e�ciency is lowest
and background uncertainties are largest. The branching
fraction as derived from the unfolded spectrum of neces-
sity relies upon e�ciency corrections in 100-MeV bins. In
addition, the combined uncertainty on the latter result is
increased by the model-background correlation discussed
above, an e�ect which does not occur when the model
range is chosen as described in Sec. XB.

F. Moments of the Spectrum

The moments of the spectrum provide information to
measure the HQET parameters mb and µ2

π in the kinetic
scheme [23]. The �rst, second and third spectral mo-
ments, E1, E2, E3 are de�ned in Sec. I, Eq. (1). They are
measured for three photon energy ranges: 1.8 to 2.8GeV,
1.9 to 2.8GeV and 2.0 to 2.8GeV. The moments are com-
puted directly from the unfolded spectrum in 100-MeV
bins given in Tables XIII and XIV using the correlation
matrices given in Tables XV and XVI.
The behavior of the moments for di�erent photon en-

ergy ranges has been studied theoretically in the kinetic
scheme. The spectral moments in E∗ true

γ are given in
Table XVIII. The correlations between the moments are
given in Table XX to allow �ts to predictions of the mo-
ments. The EB

γ spectral moments and correlations be-
tween the moments are given in Tables XIX and XXI.

XII. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the B → Xs+dγ photon energy spectrum
in the CM frame has been measured in 347.1 fb−1 of data
taken with the BABAR experiment. It is used to extract
measurements of the direct CP asymmetry for the sum of
B → Xsγ and B → Xdγ, the branching fraction for B →
Xsγ, and the spectral shape and its energy moments in
the B-meson rest frame. The result for CP asymmetry
is

ACP = 0.057± 0.060(stat)± 0.018(syst) .

The branching fraction and moments are presented for
three ranges of the photon energy in the B-meson rest
frame, 1.8, 1.9 and 2.0 to 2.8GeV (Tables XI and XIX).
For example, in the 1.8 to 2.8GeV range:

B(B → Xsγ) = (3.21± 0.15± 0.29± 0.08)× 10−4 ,

E1 = (2.267± 0.019± 0.032± 0.003)GeV and

E2 = (0.0484± 0.0053± 0.0077± 0.0005)GeV2 ,

where the errors are from ststistics, systematics and
model dependence, respectively, and the moments are
de�ned in Eq. 1.
Figure 16 compares the measured ACP (B → Xs+dγ)

to previous measurements and to the SM prediction. No
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FIG.16: MeasurementsofACP (B→ Xs+dγ),withstatistical
andsystematicerrors. Thethreepublishedresults,topto
bottom,arefromreferences[42],[43]and[32],respectively.
Theuppermostresultisbasedonasubsetofthedataused
inthecurrentanalysis.

asymmetryisobserved,consistentwithSMexpectation.
Thecurrentmeasurementisthemostprecisetodate.

2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5

1.7GeV
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2.0GeV

-4)/10γs X→B(B 

FIG.17: The measuredbranchingfractionforthisanal-
ysis()comparedtoprevious measurementsfordifferent
Eγ ranges(minimumenergiesE

B
γ givenontheleftaxis).

Theprevious measurementsarefromCLEO(∗)[33],Belle
(△)[40],andBABAR usingthesemi-inclusivetechnique
()[41].Errorbarsshowtotaluncertainties.

Figure17comparesthemeasuredbranchingfraction
toprevious measurementsperformedfordifferentEγ
ranges.Thismeasurementsupersedesthepreviousfully
inclusivemeasurementfromBABAR.Itisconsistentwith
previousmeasurementsandofcomparableprecisionto
therecentBelle measurement[40]. Inordertocom-
parewiththeoreticalpredictionsthe measurementfor

EBγ >1.8GeVcanbeextrapolateddownto1.6GeVusing
afactorprovidedbytheHFAGcollaboration[25].They
fitresultsfrompreviousmeasurementsofB→Xsγand
B→ Xcℓνtopredictionsinthekineticschemetoyield
averagevaluesofmbandµ

2
π.Theseparametersarethen

usedtogenerateaB→Xsγmodelinthekineticscheme
whichgivesanextrapolationfactorof1/(0.968±0.006).
Whenappliedtothepresentresultthisgives B(B →
Xsγ)=(3.31±0.16±0.30±0.10)×10

−4(EBγ >1.6GeV)
whichisinexcellentagreementwiththeSMprediction
B(B → Xsγ) =(3.15±0.23)×10

−4(Eγ > 1.6GeV)
[15]andcanbeusedtoprovidestringentconstraintson
newphysics. AnexampleisshowninFigure18. The
effectsofatype-IItwo-Higgs-doublet model(THDM)
onB(B→ Xsγ)atnext-to-leadingorderarepresented
inRefs.[15,63]. Softwareprovidedbytheauthorof
Ref.[63]computesanexcludedregion,followingapro-
ceduredescribedinRef.[64]. Thebranchingfraction,
includingboththeSMandtheTHDMcontributions,is
calculatedforeachpointintheMH± vs.tanβplane.
Thevarioustheoreticaluncertaintiesareassumedtohave
Gaussiandistributions,andarecombinedinquadrature.
Apointisthenexcludedifthenegative1σdeviationof
thepredictionliesabovethe95%confidence-levelupper
limitofthemeasuredbranchingfractionextrapolatedto
1.6GeV.TheregionMH± <327GeVisexcludedatthe
95%confidencelevel,independentoftanβ.

TheeffectsofdetectorresolutionandDopplersmear-
ingareunfoldedtopresentthephotonspectruminthe
B-mesonrestframeforthefirsttimeinFig.15. This
spectrummaybeusedtoextractinformationonHQET
parametersintwoways.First,thefullcovariancematrix

FIG.18:Theshadedareashowstheexcludedregion(atthe
95%confidencelevel)inchargedHiggsmassvs.tanβfora
type-IItwo-Higgs-doublet model,usingthe measuredvalue
ofB(B→ Xsγ)=(3.31±0.16±0.30±0.10)×10

−4(EBγ >
1.6GeV)fromthisanalysis.Thisplotisbasedonpredictions
inreferences[15]and[63].
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FIG.19:Themeasuredfirst(top)andsecond(bottom)mo-
mentsfromthisanalysis()comparedwiththepreviousmea-
surementfordifferentEγ ranges(minimumenergiesgiven
ontheleftaxis). Theseprevious measurementsareCLEO
(∗)[33],BABARsemi-inclusive()[41],andBelle(△)[40].
Errorbarsshowtotaluncertainties.

isprovidedtoallowanytheoreticalmodeltobefitto
theentirespectrum.Secondlythemomentshavebeen
extractedandcanbecomparedtopredictionsfordiffer-
enceenergyranges. Figure19comparesthemeasured
momentstopreviousmeasurements.
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AppendixA:ParameterizationofBranching
FractionFactors

Thecentralvaluesofthepartialbranchingfractions
reportedinSectionXCdependonthesignalefficiency
ǫsigandadjustmentfactorαcomputedforakinetic-
schememodelwithparametersmbandµ

2
π settocur-

rentHFAGworld-averagevalues[25](4.591GeV/c2and

0.454(GeV/c)
2
,respectively). ThisAppendixprovides

functionalformsforthedependenceofǫsigandαon
theseHQETparameters.Intheeventofpossiblefu-
turechangesintheHFAGvalues,theinformationpre-
sentedherewouldallowforacorrespondingadjustment
ofthebranchingfractioncentralvalues.Sinceeachpar-
tialbranchingfractionintheBrestframeisproportional
toα/ǫsig,theadjustmentwouldbe madebydividing
outthatcombinationcomputedforthecurrentvalues
ofHQETparametersandmultiplyingbythesamecom-
binationcomputedforthenewvalues.
Thesefunctionshavenophysicalsignificance. They
resultfromfitstotheǫsigandαvaluescomputedbyMC
simulationforawiderangeofparameters.Foragridof
modelsspanning4.5≤mb≤4.7GeV/c

2and0.3≤µ2π≤

0.7(GeV/c)
2
,thesefitshavefractionalaccuracyofbetter

than0.2%forǫsigand0.1%forα.Thefunctionalform
usedforbothquantitiesis

f(mb,µ
2
π) =f0

+ f1(mb−4.6GeV/c
2)+f2( µ2π−0.6GeV/c)

+ f3(mb−4.6GeV/c
2)( µ2π−0.6GeV/c)

+ f4(mb−4.6GeV/c
2)2, (A1)

wherethecoefficientsf0throughf4haveappropriate
unitstomakeeachtermdimensionless.TableXXIIgives
thevaluesofthesecoefficientsforǫsigandαforeachof
thethreephoton-energyrangesinwhichbranchingfrac-
tionsarereported.
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TABLE XVIII: The E∗ true
 spectral moments and errors (± statistical ± systematic ± model-dependence). Moments are

de�ned by Eq. (1) in Sec. I.

E
∗
 Range (GeV) E1 (GeV) E2 (GeV2) E3 (GeV3)

1.8 to 2.8 2.275 ± 0.018 ± 0.032 ± 0.003 0.0546± 0.0049 ± 0.0074 ± 0.0005 −0.0031 ± 0.0011± 0.0013 ± 0.0004

1.9 to 2.8 2.314 ± 0.013 ± 0.017 ± 0.004 0.0417± 0.0032 ± 0.0028 ± 0.0003 −0.0013 ± 0.0007± 0.0005 ± 0.0003

2.0 to 2.8 2.350 ± 0.010 ± 0.008 ± 0.005 0.0317± 0.0022 ± 0.0010 ± 0.0005 0.0001 ± 0.0005 ± 0.0002 ± 0.0002

TABLE XIX: The EB
 spectral moments and errors (± statistical ± systematic ± model-dependence). Moments are de�ned

by Eq. (1) in Sec. I.

E
B
 Range (GeV) E1 (GeV) E2 (GeV2) E3 (GeV3)

1.8 to 2.8 2.267 ± 0.019 ± 0.032 ± 0.003 0.0484 ± 0.0053± 0.0077 ± 0.0005 −0.0048 ± 0.0011± 0.0011 ± 0.0004

1.9 to 2.8 2.304 ± 0.014 ± 0.017 ± 0.004 0.0362 ± 0.0033± 0.0033 ± 0.0005 −0.0029 ± 0.0007± 0.0004 ± 0.0002

2.0 to 2.8 2.342 ± 0.010 ± 0.008 ± 0.005 0.0251 ± 0.0021± 0.0013 ± 0.0009 −0.0013 ± 0.0005± 0.0002 ± 0.0001

TABLE XX: The correlation matrix of the E∗ true
 spectral moments. Superscripts denote the lower end of the energy range

in GeV.

E1:8
1 E1:8

2 E1:8
3 E1:9

1 E1:9
2 E1:9

3 E2:0
1 E2:0

2 E2:0
3

E1:8
1 1.00 -0.88 -0.09 0.84 -0.68 -0.26 0.61 -0.29 -0.30

E1:8
2 1.00 -0.27 -0.58 0.71 0.19 -0.25 0.43 0.24

E1:8
3 1.00 -0.29 0.19 0.55 -0.23 0.26 0.35

E1:9
1 1.00 -0.75 -0.31 0.75 -0.28 -0.34

E1:9
2 1.00 0.12 -0.17 0.64 0.30

E1:9
3 1.00 -0.61 0.62 0.85

E2:0
1 1.00 0.25 -0.41

E2:0
2 1.00 -0.50

E2:0
3 1.00

TABLE XXI: The correlation matrix of the EB
 spectral moments. Superscripts denote the lower end of the energy range in

GeV.

E1:8
1 E1:8

2 E1:8
3 E1:9

1 E1:9
2 E1:9

3 E2:0
1 E2:0

2 E2:0
3

E1:8
1 1.00 -0.90 0.10 0.84 -0.73 -0.05 0.53 -0.46 -0.09

E1:8
2 1.00 -0.35 -0.60 0.73 -0.07 -0.21 0.45 0.12

E1:8
3 1.00 -0.23 0.14 0.48 -0.29 0.30 0.26

E1:9
1 1.00 -0.82 -0.05 0.68 -0.50 -0.08

E1:9
2 1.00 -0.11 -0.27 0.59 0.14

E1:9
3 1.00 -0.50 0.52 0.59

E2:0
1 1.00 -0.59 -0.06

E2:0
2 1.00 0.20

E2:0
3 1.00
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TABLE XXII: Coe�cients in �ts to signal e�ciency (ǫsig) and adjustment factor (α) as a function of mb and µ2
� , using the

functional form of Eq. (A1).

Energy Range Quantity f0 f1 f2 f3 f4

1.8 to 2.8GeV ǫsig 0.025823 0.004638 -0.000802 -0.011207 -0.008734

α 1.02189 -0.01859 0.01699 0.02896 0.06966

1.9 to 2.8GeV ǫsig 0.026099 0.004380 -0.000501 -0.011818 -0.008565

α 1.03440 -0.04529 0.012169 0.09818 0.11165

2.0 to 2.8GeV ǫsig 0.026463 0.003876 -0.000371 -0.012715 -0.008907

α 1.06264 -0.04162 0.03924 0.35858 0.29559
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